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ABSTRACT

Future space missions are expected to use autonomous robotic systems to carry
out a growing number of tasks. These tasks may include the assembly, inspection, and
maintenance of large space structures; the capture and servicing of satellites; and the
redirection of space debris that threatens valuable spacecraft. Autonomous robotic
systems will require substantial information about the targets with which they interact,
including their motions, dynamic model parameters, and shape. However, this
information is often not available a priori, and therefore must be estimated in orbit.

This thesis develops a method for simultaneously estimating dynamic state, model
parameters, and geometric shape of arbitrary space targets, using information gathered
from range imaging sensors. The method exploits two key features of this application:
(1) the dynamics of targets in space are highly deterministic and can be accurately
modeled; and (2) several sensors will be available to provide information from multiple
viewpoints. These features enable an estimator design that is not reliant on feature
detection, model matching, optical flow, or other computation-intensive pixel-level
calculations. It is therefore robust to the harsh lighting and sensing conditions found in
space. Further, these features enable an estimator design that can be implemented in real-
time on space-qualified hardware.

The general solution approach consists of three parts that effectively decouple
spatial- and time-domain estimations. The first part, referred to as kinematic data fusion,
condenses detailed range images into coarse estimates of the target's high-level
kinematics (position, attitude, etc.). A Kalman filter uses the high-fidelity dynamic
model to refine these estimates and extract the full dynamic state and model parameters
of the target. With an accurate understanding of target motions, shape estimation reduces
to the stochastic mapping of a static scene.

This thesis develops the estimation architecture in the context of both rigid and
flexible space targets. Simulations and experiments demonstrate the potential of the
approach and its feasibility in practical systems.

Thesis Supervisor: Steven Dubowsky, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Autonomous robotic systems are expected to play an increasing role in future

orbital space operations. At present, operations such as satellite servicing and space

structure assembly are carried out by human astronauts and require substantial extra-

vehicular activity (EVA). Such activity is costly from an economic standpoint and poses

considerable risk to human life, as underscored by the recent Space Shuttle Columbia

tragedy. Further, many of these tasks tend to be repetitive and might be handled more

efficiently and precisely using semi-autonomous robotic systems. For these reasons, the

international space community is striving to increase the use of robotic systems in space

[7, 36, 51, 55, 62, 75, 79, 80].

One type of space mission that would rely heavily on robotic systems is the

assembly, maintenance, and inspection of large space structures, such as the International

Space Station (ISS) or the JAXA Space Solar Power System (SSPS) [51, 61, 75, 80].

The amount of assembly time required and the repetitiveness of tasks often mandates a

robotic solution. Robotic systems might be required to transport structural modules to a

construction site, join subsections together using manipulators, and inspect the processes

to ensure proper assembly.

Chapter 1. Introduction 
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Autonomous systems are also being considered for the refueling, repair, and

reorbiting of satellites [36, 37, 38, 55, 57]. Historically, this type of operation has been

performed manually by astronauts for only the highest value satellites such as the Hubble

Space Telescope' (see Figure 1.1). The use of autonomous systems could potentially

reduce the economic and human costs associated with servicing missions, thus allowing a

greater number of satellites to be repaired rather than replaced.

Figure 1.1. Hubble Space Telescope (HST) being serviced by astronauts during
the March 2002 Hubble Servicing Mission (STS-109) (NASA photograph [58]).

A third potential application for autonomous systems might be the mitigation of

space debris, in which low-cost disposable robots capture and redirect the orbits of large

1 In light of the recent Columbia tragedy, even the final service mission for the HST was deemed too costly
and has been canceled.
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debris that threaten important spacecraft [42, 49, 50]. The current method for dealing

with potential debris collisions involves changing the orbit of the spacecraft, a very costly

procedure that expends large quantities of fuel and human resources, and interrupts

communications and experiments in progress. Consider the following statement from the

NASA Space Shuttle Mission Summary, STS-108, December 2001 [69]:

"Flight controllers planned slight changes to [Space Shuttle]

Endeavour's departure from the [International Space] Station Dec.

15, allowing time for a small jet firing by the Shuttle to boost the

Station's future path away from a piece of space debris that could

pass near the complex. Mission Control was notified that a spent

Russian rocket upper stage launched in the 1970s could pass

within three miles of the Station if Endeavour did not perform the

engine firing. With the Shuttle reboost, the Station was predicted

to pass more than 40 miles away from the debris. Because the

scheduled reboost used additional propellant, Endeavour did not

perform a full-circle flyaround of the Station after undocking.

Instead, the Shuttle undocked from the Station, performing a

quarter circle flyaround of the complex to a point about 400 feet

directly above the Station where it fired its engines in a final

separation burn at 12:20 a.m. EST, beginning its departure from

the orbiting outpost. "

The fuel cost of deflecting the orbit of a small piece of debris might be orders of

magnitude smaller than that of a very large spacecraft or structure. Therefore, even with

associated hardware costs, a debris-deflecting robotic system might be an economically

viable alternative to current practices [59].
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Each of these mission types involves substantial physical interaction between

robot(s) and target. To achieve sufficient safety margins and robustness while

minimizing fuel use and interaction forces, autonomous systems will require accurate

information about their targets [36, 37, 38, 55, 57]. A robot will need to understand the

shape or geometry of its target so that appropriate contact and servicing points can be

located. To plan a graceful capture of a tumbling satellite, a robotic system will need to

know the pose and relative velocity of the target. To assemble structural modules, a

robot will need to understand their vibrational behavior. If some type of model-

predictive planning or control is used for any of these missions, the dynamic model

parameters will be needed (e.g. center of mass, principal inertial axes, modal frequencies,

etc.).

This information, however, is often unknown to the robotic systems a priori. In

the case of damaged satellites or debris, the shape and mass parameters of the target may

be uncertain or unknown. Many targets do not have the ability to communicate their

motions to the robotic system due to a lack of sensing or communication hardware (e.g.

non-instrumented structural modules, malfunctioning satellites, debris, etc.). Therefore, a

critical task for autonomous space robots is the on-orbit estimation of motion, dynamic

model parameters, and shape of targets, using some type of remote sensing.

This thesis will explore the combined estimation of dynamic state, model

parameters, and geometric shape of space targets using vision-type sensors. Throughout

this thesis, the term vision-type sensor is used to refer to any type of 2- or 3-D imaging

system, including monocular cameras, stereo cameras, laser rangefinders, laser radar,

volume holography, etc.

Chapter 1. Introduction 
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1.2 Background Literature

The fundamental problem addressed by this thesis is the simultaneous estimation

of both the structure of an object and its motion relative to observers. This section

presents literature related to this problem.

1.2.1 Shape Estimation from Pixel-Level Details

Estimation of the shape of a static scene using information embedded in 2-D

images is a topic that has been studied thoroughly by many researchers. The solutions

are often referred to as "shape from X" methods. For example, many have studied the

estimation of shape from shading [22, 32, 46, 81] and shape from texture [3, 24, 34, 41].

Intensity gradients and textural distortions in the 2-D image provide cues about the

geometric gradients of the underlying surfaces with respect to the camera. The methods

are often formulated in a differential equation framework, in which shape estimates are

derived by integrating these gradients and applying appropriate boundary conditions.

While effective in many important practical applications, these methods are not

well-suited to the space applications addressed in this thesis. Pixel gradient computations

are highly sensitive to pixel-level noise induced by the harsh lighting environment of

space. Intense sunlight and strong shadows create high-contrast scenes that wash out

subtle textural details in images. Reflective spacecraft surfaces such as solar panels and

metallic foils also degrade the performance of many of these methods, reducing their

efficiency, accuracy, or robustness. Therefore, this approach to shape estimation, while

very useful for many important applications, cannot be robustly applied to the space

applications considered here.

Chapter 1. Introduction 
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1.2.2 Shape Estimation from Triangulation

Another approach to the shape estimation problem employs triangulation rather

than pixel-level cues. Shape from stereo [4, 11, 21, 33, 54] and shape from multiple

views [76, 88] are closely related methods that rely on multiple camera viewpoints to

perform triangulation. These algorithms typically locate pixels in different images that

correspond to the same point in the environment (referred to as the correspondence

problem) and compute their separation distance (disparity) in the image plane. This

information, combined with knowledge of the camera focal properties and the relative

kinematics between viewpoints, is used to compute the point's depth from the cameras.

Accurate knowledge of the relative pose between the viewpoints and lens distortions is

critical to achieving accuracy in range measurements. Stereo imaging is widely popular

in practical applications and work has been done to make the algorithms work in real-

time [56, 82, 87] and in challenging lighting situations [39].

Shape from structured light [13, 16, 18, 86] and shape from shadows [8, 26, 65]

are also popular approaches based on triangulation. By knowing the direction or location

of an external light source (laser stripes, patterned light, etc.), and observing how it

projects onto the scene, a 3-D shape estimate can be built. For example, shadows in an

environment "slice" through objects, creating detectable curves in the image plane. As

the light source moves, a series of curves can be assembled into a surface map of the

scene using knowledge of the relative kinematics between camera and light source.

Many laser-based technologies incorporate this principle by raster-scanning a scene with

a narrow laser beam, recording its reflected location in the image plane, and triangulating

the position of that point using the known kinematics between camera and laser.

Triangulation-based methods tend to be more robust in harsh lighting situations

than the pixel-level methods described in the previous section. One reason for this is that

they do not require computing intensity gradients between pixels or detecting textural
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patterns. They also tend to be less computationally intensive. However, they do require

more hardware and can still be confused by reflective surfaces [39], which are common

in space applications since most spacecraft are covered by wrinkled metallic films and

reflective solar panels. Any estimator that uses these methods in space should therefore

be robust to substantial noise in the range measurements.

1.2.3 Motion Estimation with Known Shape or Features

The other half of the problem addressed by this thesis involves motion estimation.

Motion estimation of known objects is another very well-studied problem in the

literature. Solution methods can be categorized in a number of ways, but generally

involve matching features in the observations to a known model. These features may be

artificial (fiducials) or natural (edges, corners, etc.), and may consist of points, lines,

surfaces, or volumes. The matching can be done in the 2-D image plane or in 3-D space.

This approach has been discussed in the context of space applications [37, 38, 73].

These methods, while useful for many practical applications, can only be applied

to a small subset of the applications addressed in this thesis. Many of the robotic tasks

discussed earlier involve unknown or uncertain objects. Accurate a priori geometric

models of the targets might not be available for space debris, damaged satellites, or

thermally warped structures. Furthermore, these methods require the detection and

tracking of features, a task that is often difficult in the harsh lighting environment of

space.

1.2.4 Simultaneous Shape and Motion Estimation: Mesh-Based
Methods

While many researchers have studied the estimation of shape with known motion

and vice versa, fewer have explored the simultaneous estimation of both, although some

Chapter 1. Introduction 18
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solutions do exist. Many of these methods start with detailed shape meshes of the target

or scene (possibly obtained using any of the methods described above). Moving the

sensor and/or target provides a series of overlapping meshes. The meshes are then

stitched together to determine relative camera motions and provide a more complete

shape estimate [6, 15, 27, 28, 31, 90]. The stitching is typically done off-line via

numerical optimization or recursively with a Kalman filter.

While useful for certain terrestrial applications, these methods are not well-suited

to the space applications discussed here. They are typically computationally intensive,

using iterative point-matching routines or very high-dimensional Kalman filters to stitch

the meshes. This precludes their use in real-time space systems, which typically have

limited computation (often an order of magnitude slower than modem desktop PCs).

1.2.5 Simultaneous Shape and Motion Estimation: Feature-Based
Methods

Rather than estimate detailed shape meshes directly, many simultaneous

estimation methods rely on continuous tracking of high-level features. By maintaining an

inventory of detected features, the methods also estimate high-level geometric structure.

Typically a Kalman filter is used to efficiently estimate both the feature locations and the

motion parameters in a joint framework.

Many feature-based methods have examined the estimation of an unknown object

moving with respect to a fixed observer. Natural or artificial features of the object (e.g.

corners, edges, fiducials, etc.) are located and tracked over time to understand the high-

level motions and the general structure of the rigid target. Some methods employ

physics-based dynamic models [9, 10, 89], while others do not [43, 67, 91].

Perhaps the most widespread use of feature-based methods in recent years has

been in the area of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [19, 48]. Here the

Chapter 1. Introduction 
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task is to construct a feature map of a (typically) static environment while constantly

localizing the moving sensors with respect to this map. This is a slight reformulation of

the previous methods; the camera is moving instead of the target object.

Again, while effective for many important applications, these methods are not

well-suited to the problem addressed by this thesis since they are dependent upon feature

detection. The harsh lighting, occlusions, and reflective materials found in orbit will

make the reliable detection and correspondence of features nearly impossible at times.

Additionally, these methods by themselves do not provide a detailed estimate of the

shape of the target; they provide only a sparse set of feature points pertaining to the

object, and therefore do not fully address the estimation requirements of the applications

considered here. Increasing the number of feature points in order to improve shape detail

results in a very high-dimensional Kalman filter, which quickly saturates the limited

computational resources of space systems.

1.3 Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis addresses the simultaneous estimation of shape, motion, and dynamic

model parameters of targets in orbit using range imaging sensors. It solves the problem

by exploiting two unique features of the application. The first is that dynamics of bodies

in the orbital environment are highly deterministic and hence can be accurately modeled.

The second is that several cooperative sensors are available to observe the target from

multiple vantage points. These two attributes allow a robust and efficient solution that is

not reliant on subtle pixel-level details, feature detection, or model matching. Further,

they allow the estimator to have low computational burden, potentially enabling its

implementation in real-time on space-qualified hardware.
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This thesis describes a general estimation approach and develops it in the context

of representative space robotic applications. Theoretical development as well as

simulation and experimental results are presented.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The thesis has seven chapters. This chapter presents motivation and background

for the thesis. Chapter 2 provides a detailed technical discussion of the problem and

introduces the general solution approach of the thesis. Chapters 3 and 4 implement the

approach in the context of rigid-body motions. Chapter 3 provides theoretical

development while Chapter 4 presents simulation and experimental studies. Chapters 5

and 6 present the estimation architecture implemented in the context of vibrational

motions. Chapter 5 provides theoretical development while Chapter 6 presents

simulation and experimental evaluations. Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis and suggests

avenues for future research.
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CHAPTER

2
GENERAL SOLUTION APPROACH

2.1 Problem Statement and Assumptions

This thesis explores the use of vision-type sensors to simultaneously estimate

motion, dynamic model parameters, and geometric shape of space targets. This section

states the general considerations and assumptions that apply to the applications

considered in this work.

Harsh lighting conditions such as intense sunlight, dark shadows, and reflective

surfaces may degrade image quality considerably. This lighting environment induces

substantial noise in the 2- or 3-D images. Sensory data may be absent altogether from

certain regions of the target due to visual occlusions or poor image quality. Many of

these effects may change as the target moves. For example, features may move in and

out of shadow as the target tumbles through space, yielding inconsistent observations

over time. Therefore it may be difficult to reliably compute image correspondences or

track features as the target moves.

There may be a high degree of uncertainty in the target prior to rendezvous. The

motions of the target are very likely to be unknown ahead of time. The geometry and

dynamic model parameters of the target might also be unknown or uncertain. For

example, a priori shape models and parameters may be unavailable for damaged

satellites, space debris, and thermally warped structures.
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Computational resources are expected to be very limited. Space-qualified

computation hardware is often an order of magnitude slower than that found in a modem

desktop PC. Further, autonomous space systems must budget their processor time

amongst a wide array of tasks, including communications, actuation, decision-making,

and housekeeping functions. Only a fraction of the processing time may be available for

the sensing tasks described in this thesis.

It is assumed that a dynamic model exists that faithfully reflects the dominant

mechanics of the target. The parameter values for the model may be uncertain or

unknown, but the equation structure itself is assumed to be correct. There may be

uncertainties in the model due to external disturbances and unmodeled effects. These are

assumed to be an order of magnitude smaller than the dominant effects included in the

model.

Three-dimensional range images are assumed to come from vision-type sensors

such as stereo cameras, laser range finders, LADAR, volume holography, etc. [29, 82,

84]. Each sensor is assumed to take a 3-D "snapshot" of the target object, where each

pixel in the image has an associated depth measurement. The data sampling is assumed

to be near-instantaneous with respect to target dynamics (i.e. images are not blurred).

The output from each sensor consists of a cloud of points, ideally located on the visible

surface of the target (see Figure 2.1). In practice, noise is present in these measurements.

Each data point is assumed to have error in the range (z) direction and errors in the focal

plane (x, y) directions, which vary among sensor implementations (see Figure 2.2). It is

assumed that the noise statistics are reasonably well characterized and understood.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.1. Raw sensory data (single sensor): (a) target object; (b) ideal range
image; (c) noisy range image.
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Figure 2.2. Sensory noise in range images.

Several cooperating sensors might be used to observe a space target, as shown in

Figure 2.3. For such situations, it is assumed that the relative pose between sensors is

well known, so that data may be expressed in a common reference frame. Range image

errors due to sensor alignment uncertainty are assumed to be small compared to other

sources of sensory error. The sensors are assumed to be synchronized so that the
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collective range image corresponds to approximately one instant in time. In other words,

synchronization errors are assumed to be negligible with respect to the target dynamics

and sensor sample rate.

Figure 2.3. Cooperative observation:four sensors distributed about a target
object. Image made using OpenGL [68].

2.2 Solution Approach

As stated in the introduction, this thesis addresses the simultaneous estimation of

shape, motion, and dynamic model parameters of targets in orbit using range imaging

sensors. It solves the problem by exploiting two unique features of the application. The

first is that dynamics of bodies in the orbital environment are highly deterministic and
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hence can be accurately modeled. The second is that several cooperative sensors are

available to observe the target from multiple vantage points. These two attributes allow a

robust and efficient solution that is not reliant on subtle pixel-level details, feature

detection, or model matching. Further, they allow the estimator to have low

computational burden, potentially enabling its implementation in real-time on space-

qualified hardware.

The estimation method consists of three distinct parts (see Figure 2.4). This

modularized architecture decouples the shape and the motion estimation problems, and

allows its components to be designed and developed independently.
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Figure 2.4. Estimator components showing information flow.

The first part of the architecture is referred to here as kinematic data fusion. This

step is a data reduction process that condenses noisy, pixel-level sensory data into coarse,
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high-level position information of the target at each sample time. For example, this step

might use a range image cloud to compute the rough position and attitude of a target

(Chapter 3), or the approximate modal coefficients of a vibrating structure (Chapter 5).

For kinematic data fusion, the design emphasis is on speed and robustness rather than

high accuracy.

These coarse kinematic estimates are then viewed as surrogate measurements that

feed into a mechanics-based Kalman filter. Exploiting the high-fidelity dynamic model

of the target, the Kalman filter is able to remove substantial errors in the surrogate

measurements and extract the full dynamic state and model parameters of the target. It is

computationally efficient for two reasons. First, a Kalman filter is an efficient, recursive,

linear estimator. Second, the state estimate is of low dimension, since it involves only

high-level motion information (pose and velocity) and a few dynamic model parameters.

No pixel details, shape meshes, or large feature sets are estimated in the Kalman filter.

The final part is a shape estimator, which uses pixel-level information in

conjunction with motion estimates from the Kalman filter. With an accurate

understanding of target motions, raw sensory data can be fused across time steps into a

target-fixed reference frame. Thus, a dynamic mapping problem turns into a static one.

Further, this fusion can be performed in a statistically rigorous manner and can

incorporate sensor uncertainty models if desired.

This estimation architecture is applicable to the most basic scenario in which no a

priori knowledge of the target is available. It can easily be extended to make use of

additional information when available. For example, a priori knowledge of target shape

can be used to initialize the shape estimate. A priori estimates of target motions and

parameters can be used to initialize the Kalman filter. If the target is able to

communicate motion information (e.g. from onboard gyros, accelerometers, etc.), then
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this information can be fused in a statistically optimal manner in either the Kalman filter

or the kinematic data fusion step (depending on the type of information provided).

In the following chapters, the details of this estimation architecture are discussed

in the context of representative space applications.
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CHAPTER

3
ESTIMATION OF RIGID BODY MODES:

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Problem Statement

Many future space missions hope to use autonomous robotic systems for the

manipulation and servicing of satellites and space structure components in orbit [7, 36,

37, 38, 55, 57, 79]. For such missions, it is critical that the robotic systems have some

knowledge of the dynamics and geometry of the targets with which they interact. Since

this information is often not known a priori, accurate sensing and estimation of this

information is an important task. The estimation problem addressed in this chapter is:

Estimate the position, attitude, rotational and translational

velocities, location and relative magnitudes of the principal

inertial axes, and surface geometry of a rigid uncontrolled

spacecraft, using data gathered from cooperative 3-D range

imaging sensors.

3.1.1 Constraints and Assumptions

To reiterate from the previous chapter, explicit a priori information regarding the

target's geometry and mass parameters may be uncertain or nonexistent. In some cases,

only order of magnitude bounds on this information may be available.
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For the rigid body estimation problem, the target is assumed to be a single body of

approximately constant shape. That is, vibration amplitudes are assumed to be relatively

small compared to the dominant target geometry. The effects of fuel sloshing are

assumed to be negligible. The target is also assumed to rotate less than 90 degrees

between sensor sample times.

3.1.2 Solution Approach

This problem will be solved using the general method introduced in Section 2.2.

The first step, referred to as kinematic data fusion, will involve coarsely estimating the

position and attitude of the target using range image data (Section 3.2). A Kalman filter

will then exploit its accurate model of the target dynamics to filter noise from these

estimates and extract the full state and parameters of the target (Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

Finally, with accurate knowledge of the target's motions, shape estimation reduces to the

stochastic mapping of a static scene (Section 3.5). This chapter provides theoretical

development for this estimator.

3.2 Kinematic Data Fusion: Coarse Pose Estimation

As shown in Figure 2.4 (page 26), the first part of the estimation architecture must

convert range image data into a rough pose estimate of the target at each sample time.

This step is essentially a prefilter, condensing detailed visual information into high-level

pose information (surrogate measurements) that can be digested easily by the Kalman

filter (Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

This type of problem is common in the literature, and numerous methods have

been demonstrated. However, while many of these methods are effective for particular

terrestrial applications, they are not ideally suited to the application addressed here. For
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example, one might fit an a priori geometric model to the data, using landmarks or

contour-fitting [37, 38, 73, 89, 91]. Many published methods focus primarily on

accuracy. However, they are often computationally intensive as the number of data

points or complexity of the model grows. Landmark detection and model matching also

tend to be unreliable under harsh space lighting and reflective satellite materials. Finally,

such approaches do not address situations in which no good model exists, which is often

the case with damaged spacecraft and debris.

For this problem an alternative method is needed. This method should not require

a priori models. It should be robust to the lighting environment of space. Most

importantly, it should focus on computational speed and robustness rather than accuracy,

with the expectation that the Kalman filter - exploiting the high-fidelity dynamic model -

will remove errors later.

3.2.1 A Computationally Simple Pose Estimator

A unique aspect of this application is that teams of sensors can be used to gather

information from different locations. This is an important feature that can be exploited to

greatly simplify pose estimation in many cases.

If several sensors are distributed about the target, they will provide a noisy 3-D

cloud of points as shown in Figure 3.1a. A rough estimate of target position could be

found by computing the geometric centroid of this cloud. However, this is not robust

since sensors that happen to be close to the target will provide a higher density and larger

number of sample points than sensors located farther away. Centroid computations

would thus be biased towards closer sensors. One way to compensate for this is to

discretize the point cloud into voxels (volume elements), with each voxel having an

occupancy level proportional to the number of sample points found within it (see Figure
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3.1b). The occupancy values can then be saturated at some pre-defined threshold to

reduce the bias effects of closer sensors.

(a) (b)
Figure 3.1. (a) Raw sensory data; (b) voxel representation.

If the target is rigid, this voxel representation is approximately constant in gross

shape even as the target moves. Tracking the centroid and principal geometric axes of

the voxel image could therefore provide a simple way to coarsely track the target's pose.

These quantities can be computed in an analogous manner to computing the center of

mass and principal inertial axes of a solid body. That is, the centroid location Fm of the

voxel image is computed as

i

where a i is the occupancy value of the ith voxel and ri is the position of that voxel in

global coordinates. Similarly, second moments of the voxel image can be computed,

analogous to inertia computations for a solid body:
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J = ai {(r(x) - rx))2 + (r(z) -r())2 }

= Z ai {(r) - rx)) + (r() r))(3.2)

Jy = JY = - ai (ri() - rx)ri(Y) - ry))3.2)

J z = Jy = -I ai (rY) - rY) Xri() - r ))

J z = J. = Thai (riz) - -) Xi(X) - rX))

The superscripts on ri and rm denote the x, y, or z component of those vectors. The

second moments are assembled into a matrix whose eigenvectors are computed,

satisfying

Jxx JYX Jz

[J]J J J, =[R. [A]-[R (3.3)
Jxz Jyz z

Here J is the geometric moment matrix (analogous to an inertia matrix), A is the

diagonal eigenvalue matrix of J, and Rm is the eigenvector matrix. This computation

locates the principal geometric axes of the voxel image (see Figure 3.2). The rotation

matrix Rm describes the attitude of the principal geometric axes with respect to the global

reference frame.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2. (a) Voxel grid and its computed principal geometric axes; (b) these

axes superimposed on the actual target.

It is important to note that these geometric axes do not correspond to the actual

center of mass or principal inertial axes of the target; they are based merely on superficial

geometry of the body. However, since both reference frames are fixed to the target, the

kinematic relation between the geometric axes and the principal inertial axes remains

constant (see Figure 3.3).

princip
C
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Figure 3.3. A constant rotational and translational offset exists between
principal geometric axes and principal inertial axes of the target.
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The quantities m and Rm represent the outputs of the kinematic data fusion step.

They are coarse surrogate measurements of target position and attitude that are used as

inputs to the Kalman filter (Sections 3.3 and 3.4). This is not the only way of providing

these surrogate measurements. The simple method presented here is used to emphasize

the point that kinematic data fusion need not be a highly accurate or computation-

intensive process. It will be seen shortly that the Kalman filter can remove substantial

noise from these surrogate measurements and that the estimation architecture as a whole

can perform well with even the simplest of kinematic data fusion methods.

3.2.2 Implementation Notes and Degenerate Conditions

There is an important implementation detail to note. Before using this

information in the Kalman filter, an ambiguity must be removed from the solution of Rm.

First, the eigenvalues are sorted in ascending order and the columns of Rm are reordered

appropriately. This keeps the x, y, z axes from transposing as the target rotates. Second,

the rotation matrix Rm must map to a right-handed coordinate system. This is tested by

computing the determinant of Rm; it is 1 for a right-handed frame, -1 for a left-handed

frame. If Rm is found to be left-handed, then one of the columns of Rm should be negated.

At this point, the ambiguity has been reduced to four possible solutions of Rm: the correct

one, and three others, each of which are a 180-degree rotation about one of the three axes.

To disambiguate between the four, one simply checks the dot products of each column of

Rm with the corresponding columns of the previously computed Rm from the last time

step. Since it was assumed that the target rotates less than 90 degrees per sample time,

the dot products between corresponding columns of two consecutive rotation matrices

must be positive. If any dot products are negative, then the corresponding column of the

current Rm should be negated.
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The computationally simple method presented here has an important degeneracy,

which occurs when the target has a high degree of axial symmetry. In such cases, two or

three of the eigenvalues of J will have approximately the same value, which under-

constrains the solution of Equation (3.3). For example, a long cylinder has only one

obvious geometric axis (the other two can be specified arbitrarily as long as they form an

orthogonal basis), and a sphere has no obvious geometric axes. This problem can be

handled by introducing more information (higher-order moments, color information from

the sensors, etc.) to constrain the solution of Equation (3.3).

All further discussion will assume that an unambiguous pose estimate can be

obtained, either by the non-degeneracy of the target, or through the incorporation of

additional information.

3.3 Kalman Filtering: Rotational Estimation

The Kalman filter forms the core of the estimation architecture, using the

surrogate measurements along with an accurate dynamic model to estimate the full

dynamic state and inertial parameters of the target. The dynamic state consists of

rotational and translational positions and velocities. External forces and torques on the

target are assumed to be negligible. Gravity gradient torques and orbital mechanics

effects can be incorporated into the model; however their contribution is typically small

over short time intervals. In practice it is usually sufficient to model them as process

noise in the Kalman filter. Because the rotational and translational dynamics are

decoupled, this estimation can be performed using two distinct Kalman filters.

The parameters to be estimated include the principal inertias of the target (relative

magnitudes only) and the pose offset between the principal inertial axes and the principal

geometric axes (see Figure 3.3). As discussed in the previous section, the geometric axes
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computed during kinematic data fusion do not correspond to the principal inertial axes of

the target (see Figure 3.3). However, since both sets of axes are fixed to the body, the

offset between the frames is constant and can be parameterized for estimation in the

Kalman filter.

3.3.1 Rotation Representation

For the rotational estimation, spatial rotations will be represented not using

rotation matrices, but with unit quaternions (Euler parameters). This simplifies many of

the dynamics equations and provides a near-minimal framework for dealing with spatial

rotations. Further, the unit quatemion has only a single normality constraint, which is

much easier to enforce than the orthonormality of rotation matrices. Euler angles are not

considered due to their well-known singularity problems. Other rotational representat-

ions exist [5, 63], but these are more complex and are unnecessary for this problem.

Here, the quaternion representation is sufficient and robust.

Note that the invertible mapping from rotation matrices to quaternions is one-to-

two, and thus some simple logic must be used in filter implementations to remove

ambiguity from any conversions. The mapping of a quaternion to a rotation matrix is

given by

(qj +q ql - q2 - q) 2(qlq2 - q3qo) 2(q,q3 + q2qo )

[R(4)]-- 2(qlq2 +q 3q0 ) (q2 -ql2 +q22 -_ q32) 2(q2q3 - qqo) 

2(qlq3 -q 2qo) 2(q2q3 + qlqo) (q 2 - q - q2 + q2

The shorthand notation R(q) is used here to mean "the rotation matrix representation of

quaternion 4q". The inverse of this mapping (i.e. from rotation matrix to quaternion) will

be denoted in shorthand as
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q(R) R- (R).

For brevity, the lengthy conversion formula is not presented here'. The quaternion result

of a concatenation of rotations can be computed using quaternion multiplication [70].

Quaternion multiplication is non-commutative, and will be denoted here by the operator

0:

bo

-- b,
c=®b -= b2

b2

b3

-b 3 ao

- b2 al

bi a2

bo - a3

(3.4)

This equation is equivalent to the statement, "A rotation is formed by rotating first by

a and then by b ."

3.3.2 Notation

Variables to be used in the rotational estimator are listed here for convenience.

d) angular velocity vector in global (inertial) coordinates

fib angular velocity vector in principal inertial axis reference frame

qb quaternion describing attitude of principal inertial axes

qg quaternion describing attitude of principal geometric axes

qm surrogate measurement of qg (from kinematic data fusion)
qd quaternion describing rotational offset between geometric and inertial axes
I normalized 3 - vector containing the principal inertias
q, re - parameterization of I into quaternion space

Interested readers may consult [70] for details.
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The state vector and the measurement vector for the rotational Kalman filter are

denoted respectively as

- 2 qg Y {qm } (3.5)

All variables listed above that are not part of 

All variables listed above that are not part of or y are considered intermediate

variables, whose relation to the state vector will be described in the following sections.

Note that the variables used in the state vector must reside in coordinate systems that

cannot be changed by the filter. For example, the state vector must use the globally-

referenced angular velocity vector r rather than the body-referenced velocity vectorb ,'

since the body-fixed reference frame is defined by the variables g and 4 d, which are

initially unknown to the estimator and are estimated.

3.3.3 Measurement Model

Since the Kalman filter uses quaternions rather than rotation matrices, it will use

the quaternion parameterization of the rotation matrix computed from Equation (3.3):

q, q(Rm ). (3.6)

The quantity qm is a coarse surrogate measurement of the target's principal

geometric axes. Sensor noise, artifacts due to voxelization, and other phenomena will all

add noise to this surrogate measurement. In other words, the measurement qm is given

as the attitude of the true geometric axes g concatenated with a small noise rotation q,:
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q, = qg qw (3.7)

The noise quaternion 4q is a random variable, whose expected value' represents a

zero rotation (i.e. E[4q]= 0 0 0}T). Equation (3.7) represents the measurement

model to be used by the rotational Kalman filter.

3.3.4 Parameter Estimates

The rotational filter will estimate the relative attitude between the principal

geometric axes and the principal inertia axes (see Figure 3.3). This rotational offset is

defined so that

4g 4 qb 0 4d (3.8)

where qb is the unit quaternion describing the attitude of the principal inertial axes of the

target and qd is the unit quaternion describing the offset rotation between the two axes.

The filter will also estimate the relative magnitudes of the principal inertias,

denoted by the 3-vector I. Since only relative magnitudes are observable, this vector

must be normalized2. Further, this vector has a natural constraint in that the sum of any

two elements cannot be less than the third. Graphically, the inertia vector I can be

viewed as residing in a closed set on the unit sphere (see Figure 3.4).

1 The expectation and covariance of a unit quaternion random variable is defined in Appendix A.

2 If known torques were applied to the target, then the absolute values would be observable. This
simplifying case will not be discussed here.
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inertia vector

Figure 3.4. The inertia vector resides in a closed set on the unit sphere.

These constraints pose a challenge to the Kalman filter that can be eliminated

through a re-parameterization onto an unbounded space. One way to do this is to

parameterize the inertias with a unit quaternion', 4,. The mapping from 4• to 1 is given

by

II,
12
3I

where

The normality constraint on l, should not be cause for concern. An implementation of the Kalman filter
will soon be seen that is designed specifically for use with unit quaternions, and since other portions of
the Kalman state involve quaternions (i.e. qg and Ld ), there is no additional overhead in using a

quaternion to parameterize the inertia vector here.
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z2 = R(i,) = 2(q 2q 3 - qqo) 

z3 [(q2 _ q2 _ q2 + q2 ,

This mapping can be interpreted as follows. A unit z-vector is rotated through

space by quaternion 4, to obtain a 3-dimensional unit vector, . The vector I is

computed using the absolute values of the components of z, implicitly satisfying the

natural constraints on the inertia vector. This mapping is C-zero continuous (due to the

absolute value operator) and was observed to yield good performance. Alternatively, the

absolute value operators could be replaced with smooth (e.g. quadratic) functions to yield

higher-order continuity in the mapping function; however this did not seem necessary for

any of the studies conducted here.

3.3.5 Process Model

In the absence of external torques, a rigid body's velocity and attitude follow the

dynamics given by

id 1I 2, 3 a02W)3

{(3 b {I1,32 3 1 (3.10)- W2 , 3 ,
b b13 W ,b

qO] [0 - - 02 - C03 

d q 3 - 0 (03 - 02 q 1 (3.11)
dt iq2 t 2 co 02 -0) 0 co- 2 [b ] qb

dt2q 2 2 -3 0 1 q2

Jbq3 b 3 '02 0-1 0 b q3 b

where b is the quaternion rotation from the global frame to the body's principal inertial

axes, (Db is the angular rate about the body's principal axes, and I is the principal
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inertias of the body [70]. Note that since the parameters d and 4q are constants, their

process model is trivial.

Note the use of intermediate variables in these equations. The variables qb and I

map to the state vector using Equations (3.8) and (3.9), respectively. The velocity vector

wb is related to the state estimate through the coordinate transformation

eo =-[R(q4b *b *· (3.12)

3.3.6 Kalman Filter Implementation

Equations (3.6)-(3.12) describe the measurement and process models for the state

vector = { 4
g 

4 d 41, } and measurement vector y = {im, and define the map-

pings to and from the intermediate variables I, bb,, and qbb. This problem cannot be

solved using the standard Kalman filter. First, the process and measurement models are

nonlinear. Second, the state and measurement vectors contain unit quaternions, which

have normality constraints and cannot be added using component-wise vector addition.

However, Kalman filtering of unit quaternions is a well-studied problem, due to

the number of applications involving the estimation of rotations. Recent developments

have provided effective and robust solution methods [17, 44, 45, 53]. Rather than

obscure the focus of this chapter, the extensive details of the filter implementation are

provided in Appendix A.

The result is that a Kalman filter can be designed and implemented to properly

handle the unique constraints posed by this problem. Chapter 4 will demonstrate the

effectiveness of this filter through simulation and experimental studies.
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3.3.7 Degenerate Conditions

There are a few degenerate conditions that should be noted. The first occurs

when two or more principal inertias of the target are identical. In this scenario, the

principal axes are undefined by definition, since an infinitude of orientations of the

principal frame yield a diagonal inertia matrix. In other words, there are multiple

solutions to the estimation problem. In practice, however, this does not pose a problem

since the Kalman filter will converge to one possible solution and remain there.

A second degenerate condition occurs if the target has no rotational velocity. In

this case, the inertias and the kinematic offset are unobservable. As a result, the attitude

of the principal inertial axes will be unknown. However, the principal geometric axes

will still be observable and therefore the motions of that target-fixed reference frame can

still be tracked.

If the target is spinning about a single axis (a flat spin), relative inertias are again

unobservable. However, some inertia information can be extracted. The major or minor

principal inertial axis must be coincident with the angular velocity vector, and the center

of mass must lie on this axis. This vector is observable in global coordinates. Again, the

attitude of the principal inertial axes will be uncertain, but the principal geometric axes

will be available to track the object.

From a practical standpoint, the lack of inertia information in the second and third

cases is not a major concern. Inertia information will be available if and only if it is

needed to predict the target trajectory, which is the ultimate goal to the mission planner.

Furthermore, capturing a docile target might be the preferred scenario to capturing a

wildly tumbling object. Therefore inducing a multi-axis tumble in the target by external

1In practice, it is likely to be the major axis rather than the minor axis [70].
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means in order to observe inertial information might be counterproductive to greater

mission objectives.

The one degenerate case which poses a significant challenge is the case of a near-

flat spin. In this case, if the small off-axis rotations (wobbles) are of the same order of

magnitude as measurement noise, the estimator might interpret them as such and

converge to a flat spin estimate. This is an important degeneracy because it is fairly

common in practice and is the only situation in which target pose is incorrectly identified

(albeit with small error).

3.4 Kalman Filtering: Translational Estimation

The other half of the Kalman filter design involves translational state and

parameter estimation. Although the translational and rotational dynamics are decoupled,

it will be seen that one parameter in the translational estimation will rely on a reasonable

estimate of the attitude of the principal geometric axes, g. For this reason, rotational

estimation updates must precede translational updates at each time step.

Again, external forces and torques on the target are assumed to be negligible.

Orbital mechanics effects can be incorporated into the model; however their contribution

is very small over short time intervals. In practice it is usually sufficient to model them

as process noise in the Kalman filter.

3.4.1 Notation

Variables to be used in the translational estimator are listed here for convenience.
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v translational velocity of target mass center, in global (inertial) coordinates

F cartesian position of target mass center, in global coordinates

Fg cartesian position of target geometric centroid, in global coordinates

Fm surrogate measurement of Fg (from kinematic data fusion)

d translational offset between F and Fg, in principal geometric axes ref. frame

The state vector and the measurement vector for the translational Kalman filter

are denoted respectively as

V

x r

rd
Y{m}- (3.13)

3.4.2 Kinematic and Dynamic Relations

In the absence of external forces and orbital mechanics effects, a rigid body

moving in space follows the dynamics given by

d
dt

[vex
Vyvz

IVz

rx

ry

Lrz 

0
0

0

1 0

1 0

1 0

fvxVX

Vy

Vz

rx

ry

rz

(3.14)a

or in discrete time,
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1

1

At 1

At 1

At 1

vx
Vx

Vy

V

ry

rZ .

(3.14)b

k

where and are the translational velocities and position of the center of mass in the

inertial frame.

The geometric centroid of the target reference frame, rg, is related to the center of

mass through the kinematic relation

rg = + [R(ig )] ad (3.15)

where [R(4g)] is the rotation matrix describing the attitude of the principal geometric

axes, and rd is a translational offset parameter to be estimated.

The surrogate measurement rm given by Equation (3.1) is an approximate

measurement of the geometric centroid of the target. That is,

rm = g + w = + [R(g )] d +w (3.16)

where w is a zero-mean noise vector in 9V3 .

3.4.3 Discrete-Time Kalman Filter Implementation

The translational estimation problem is relatively simple compared to the

rotational estimation. The state and measurement equations are all linear and mostly

constant. Estimation can be carried out efficiently using a standard discrete-time Kalman
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filter [12]. The ideal process and measurement models are compiled from Equations

(3.14)-(3.16) as

(3.17)

(3.18)

X- = [at i] [--vI I o l V Ik { r [ I] I ) r [Al ] Xk

- ;- {k = [0 g R)k =-[CkI'. k

, d k

where the I and 0 (identity and zero) matrices are 3-by-3. The constant state transition

matrix is denoted by [A] and the measurement matrix is denoted by [Ck ]. At each time

step only the R(4g )k portion of [Ck] needs to be updated, based on the latest estimate of

the quaternion qg from the rotational filter.

The measurement covariance matrix for the Kalman filter should approximately

describe the coarseness of the surrogate measurement:

A, = E[( - X - g ]

The a posteriori state estimate should be initialized to an unbiased value, which in

the absence of additional information is given as

io = E[x0 ]= 

The initial estimation covariance is given by
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A = E(o- o XX0- o )T] .

Any reasonable values should be acceptable here. By its simple nature and linear models,

the translational estimation generally converges very quickly.

The rest of the filter implementation is classical and will be omitted for brevity.

Interested readers may consult literature such as [12] for further details.

3.5 Shape Estimation: Stochastic Mapping of Static Scene

With a good estimate of target motion, the problem of shape estimation is greatly

simplified. As seen in Figure 2.4 (page 26), shape estimation uses both the raw sensory

data as well as refined information from the Kalman filters. By understanding the

motions of the target with respect to the sensors, the problem transforms from the

estimation of a dynamic scene into a static one, simplifying the problem dramatically.

This problem is essentially a stochastic mapping problem. Numerous methods

have been developed for the mapping of static scenes [71, 77]. This thesis will illustrate

one simple approach to demonstrate the general concept, although more sophisticated

methods could be used if necessary.

3.5.1 A Simple Recursive Shape Estimator

As was done in the kinematic data fusion algorithm (Section 3.2.1), a voxel grid

will be used to represent the shape of the target. However, this grid will be aligned in a

body-fixed reference framel rather than a global frame. This will allow data from

different sample times to be fused into a common map even as the target moves. This

It is best to use the principal geometric axes reference frame (defined by qg and g, Sections 3.3 and

3.4), since their estimates are relatively stable throughout estimation.
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grid will have a much finer resolution as well, since it effectively uses information from

all time samples. Figure 3.5 shows a comparison between the voxel grids used by the

kinematic data fusion algorithm and the shape estimator.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.5. (a) Target object; (b) coarse grid used by kinematic data fusion; (c)
refined probabilistic grid used by shape estimator.

Each voxel in the refined map will represent the probability that the location is

occupied by the target. At each time step, a probabilistic map can be built based on the

current data and sensor uncertainty models [77]. Figure 3.6 shows a 2-D illustration of

the process, where white points indicate range image data and squares represent

individual voxels. Higher probability of occupancy is indicated by lighter shading. In

this illustration, the probabilistic map indicates the possibility that the target exists in

voxels near the measured points, since each data point was sensed with some uncertainty

(see Figure 2.2, page 24).
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fill map

Figure 3.6. Filling a probabilistic voxel map using range data and sensor
uncertainty models.

After building a map at each sample time, the maps could be combined into a

cumulative map that incorporates information from all time steps. For computational

efficiency, this could be a recursive process that updates an existing map using current

data. In this way, only a cumulative voxel map would need to be stored, rather than a

large (and growing) array of data points from all sample times. One way of

implementing this concept is to scale the existing map by a forgetting factor and

increment the result using the latest range data (see Figure 3.7). This method would

preferentially weight new data over old data.

old cumulative estimate + current data estimate = new cumulative estimate

Figure 3.7. Recursive update of shape estimate.
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This is a rather simple method, used primarily to illustrate the concept, although it

does provide good shape estimates in practice. Certainly, more advanced methods could

be used if necessary to more rigorously handle sensor uncertainty and other subtle effects

[71, 77, 78].

3.5.2 Computation of Uncertainty

It may be desirable to quantify the uncertainty in the shape estimate, to see if it

has converged to a stable estimate. One metric for quantifying this uncertainty is the

Shannon entropy metric [66, 78]

U(t) -" [Pi ln(pi )+ ( - i )ln(l - Pi )] (3.19)

where pi indicates the probability of occupancy of the ith voxel. The value of U is large

when many voxels have an intermediate likelihood value (maximum uncertainty), and

small when most voxels are at the extremes (minimum uncertainty, i.e. Pi =0 or

Pi =1).

If the Kalman filter fails, the pose estimate g diverges from the true value,

causing the shape estimate to "smear" (see Figure 3.8). Voxel probabilities tend towards

intermediate values, causing the uncertainty metric to rise. Thus, monitoring the

uncertainty metric may provide some level of on-line divergence checking for the entire

estimator as a whole.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8. Kalman filterfailure causes the shape estimate to "smear" and
become less certain: (a) actual target; (b) poor shape estimate due to Kalman

filter failure.
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CHAPTER

4
ESTIMATION OF RIGID BODY MODES:

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents simulation and experimental studies for the rigid body

estimator developed in the previous chapter. The purpose was to study the performance

and to explore practical challenges of the estimator.

This chapter is divided into main two sections: simulation results (Section 4.2)

and experimental results (Section 4.3). Within each section, results are presented for

each of the three estimation modules: kinematic data fusion, Kalman filtering, and shape

estimation.

4.2 Simulation Results

4.2.1 Simulation Environment

Computer simulations were used to predict theoretical performance of the

estimator. Representative space objects were built into a virtual environment that was

created in C++ using the OpenGL API [68] (see Figure 4.1). Rotational and translational

target dynamics were accurately simulated using physics-based models. All model
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parameters and initial conditions could be systematically varied to represent a wide range

of scenarios.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1. Simulated space targets used in simulation studies: (a) satellite 1;

(b) satellite 2; (c) space debris.

Simulated sensors were placed within this environment and their range image data

was synthesized1 (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). Sensors were given a field of view of

45 degrees and a resolution of 200 by 200 pixels. Typically, each sensor provided one to

two thousand data points from the target at each sample time. Gaussian white noise 2 was

added to the synthetic data, with standard deviation in the range measurement being

anywhere between 0 and 10 percent of the measurement itself, depending on the study.

Standard deviation in the focal plane measurements was set at one-half pixel for most

studies. These values are similar to those found in practical sensors proposed for space

applications [29, 84, 82].

1 The algorithm for synthesizing range images is presented in Appendix B.
2 The Gaussian distribution might not be a good model for some sensors. Estimator performance for non-

Gaussian sensor noise was explored to some extent in the experimental studies.
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Figure 4.2. Simulated sensing environment.

Figure 4.3. Synthetic range image.

Cooperative sensors were distributed uniformly about the target. Figure 4.4

shows the relative sensor positions used in simulation and experimental studies and the

denoted names for these arrangements.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (9
Figure 4.4. Sensor arrangements used in simulation and experimental studies:
(a) 2-collinear; (b) 3-planar; (c) 4-planar; (d) 4-tetrahedral; (e) 6-planar; (9) 8-
cubic. Sensors are circled and target is located in the center of the arrangement.

4.2.2 Kinematic Data Fusion

Monte Carlo simulations were used to characterize the errors in the kinematic data

fusion algorithm (see Section 3.2.1). For these studies, a simulated target was placed in

random poses, range data was synthesized, and the kinematic data fusion error was

recorded. Figure 4.5 shows typical error distributions for attitude and position errors,

using four sensors in a tetrahedral configuration with 10 percent noise in the range

direction. These are approximately chi-square distributions with three degrees of

freedom. Note that the errors are well-behaved, unimodal, and have very few outliers in

simulation. The shape of the distributions was observed to be very similar for all

simulated targets and sensor noise levels considered.
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Figure 4.5. Kinematic data fusion error distributions for satellite 1, 4-
tetrahedral sensor arrangement, 10% range noise (simulation results): (a)

attitude error; (b) position error.

At a systems level, it may be important to understand how estimator performance

changes as a function of the number of robot team members used. Recall that the

computationally simple kinematic data fusion algorithm presented in Section 3.2.1

assumed that the range image covers the entire target fairly uniformly. It would seem

that decreasing the number of sensors might degrade the range image enough to

invalidate this assumption.

A Monte Carlo simulation was used to quantify the relationship between number

of sensors and kinematic data fusion performance. Sensors were distributed uniformly

about the target using the arrangements shown in Figure 4.4. In order to estimate the

maximum performance, no noise was added to range measurement. Figure 4.6 shows the

mean attitude and position errors pertaining to the simulated satellite 1 target shown in

Figure 4.la. Results for other simulated targets follow a similar trend and are provided in

Table 4.1. Note the negligible performance gains when going from four sensors to eight.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6. Kinematic data fusion errors vs. number ofsensors, no sensor noise,

satellite 1 (simulation results): (a) attitude error; (b) position error.

Table 4.1. Kinematic data fusion errors vs.
number of sensors, no sensor noise (simulation results).

Simulated Number of sensors / arrangement
target1 2 3 4 8

collinear planar tetrahedral cubic
Mean Satellite 1 15.4 4.36 2.15 0.85 0.91

attitude Satellite 2 4.75 1.12 0.75 0.63 0.69
error (") Debris 13.4 6.98 4.22 2.17 1.65
Mean Satellite 1 26.4 2.83 1.27 0.67 0.66

position Satellite 2 15.3 1.55 1.32 1.15 1.09
error (%) Debris 18.3 1.79 0.95 0.72 0.79

The level of noise on the range images will also influence estimator performance.

To quantify this relationship, a Monte Carlo simulation was created involving 11,000

trials. Standard deviation of the range noise was simulated between 0 and 10 percent of

the range measurement itself. Position errors were observed to degrade only slightly as

sensor noise increased. Attitude errors, by contrast, were much more sensitive to sensor

noise. Figure 4.7 shows simulation results for the relationship between sensor noise and

kinematic data fusion attitude errors, for each of the simulated targets shown in Figure

4.1. Note that in simulation, adding sensors seems to improve accuracy and reduce

sensitivity to range image noise.
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Figure 4. 7. Kinematic data fision attitude errors vs. sensory noise for various
targets (simulation results): (a) satellite 1; (b) satellite 2; (c) debris.

These simulation results suggest that sufficient accuracy is obtainable from the

computationally simple algorithm presented in Section 3.2.1. These results also suggest

that with multiple sensors, surrogate measurements are accurate to within a few degrees

and a few percent of the target diameter, which is adequate for the Kalman filter.

Further, these results suggest the diminishing returns of using more than four sensors.

Noise in the sensors and the artifacts due to discrete sampling and voxelization mean that

some error in the surrogate measurement is unavoidable. Finally, these results are a
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reminder that the method described in Section 3.2.1 is inappropriate for use with a single

sensor, as range data is heavily biased toward the single sensor and absent from the back

side of the target. A different data fusion method would be needed if only one sensor

were available.

4.2.3 Kalman Filtering

The kinematic data fusion algorithm just discussed was used to provide surrogate

measurements of target attitude and position to the Kalman filter. The kinematic data

fusion used four sensors in a tetrahedral arrangement. Sensor noise was given a standard

deviation of 1% in the range direction and 0.5 pixels in the focal plane direction. This

setup provided surrogate measurements that were accurate to the order of a few degrees

in attitude and a few percent of the target diameter in position.

The following figures show typical simulation results for state and parameter

estimation for non-degenerate target motions. Dotted lines show the actual values of the

state and parameters used in the simulation. Note that the dynamic state and parameters

are estimated rather quickly, usually within one or two target rotations.
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Figure 4.8. Rotational motion estimation (simulation results): (a) rotational

velocity; (b) attitude quaternion. True values shown with dotted lines.
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Figure 4.9. Rotational parameter estimation (simulation results): (a) rotational
offset quaternion; (b) relative principal inertias. True values shown with dotted

lines.
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Figure 4.10. Translational motion estimation (simulation results): (a) velocity of
center of mass; (b) position of center of mass. True values shown with dotted

lines.
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Figure 4.11. Translational parameter estimation (simulation results):
translational offset. True values shown with dotted lines.

As discussed in Section 3.3.7, as the motion of the target approaches a degenerate

condition (e.g. a single-axis spin), observability of the inertial parameters degrades. In

other words, targets in a multi-axis tumble have rich information content embedded in

their trajectory while flatly spinning targets have little. This loss of observability is

manifested as sluggish convergence of the parameter estimates in the Kalman filter.

This degradation was studied using a Monte Carlo simulation involving 2500

trials. For each trial, the initial spin condition of the target was chosen randomly and the

time to parameter convergence was recorded. Parameter convergence time was used as

an indirect measure of observability and was defined as estimating the rotational offset

parameter qd to within 10 degrees and estimating the principal inertia vector I to within

3 degrees of the actual values. The principal inertias of the simulated target were set at

{0.34 0.59 0.7 3 1}, a value well away from the inertia equality degeneracy. Initial

angular momentum of the target was held constant among all trials so that rotation speed
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would not factor into the convergence times. Again, four sensors in a tetrahedral

arrangement were used, with 1% noise in the range direction.

Figure 4.12 is a scatter plot showing Kalman filter convergence time versus the

spectrum of spin conditions of the target. Each point represents an individual trial from

the Monte Carlo simulation. The spin condition is parameterized by the nutation angle,

which is the angle between the angular momentum vector and the major principal inertial

axis, at the instant of zero spin about the intermediate principal axis. A nutation angle of

O degrees thus indicates a flat spin about the major principal axis, 90 degrees indicates a

flat spin about the minor principal axis, and an intermediate angle indicates a multi-axis

tumble. These results affirm that parameter estimation is slow near degenerate spin

conditions and fast for targets in a multi-axis tumble. The filter could not converge in the

allotted time for many trials in near-flat spins, as shown by the dark band of points along

the top of the plot.
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Figure 4.12. Inertia parameter convergence vs. the spectrum of target spin
conditions (simulation results).

These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the Kalman filter in removing

substantial noise from the surrogate measurements and in extracting the full dynamic

state and parameters of the target. The results indicate that for non-degenerate targets,

full estimation of parameters and dynamics can occur in just one or two target rotations.

Further, the simulation results support the assertion made in Chapter 3 that near-

degenerate motions provide poor parameter observability.

4.2.4 Shape Estimation

Simulation studies were used to qualitatively assess shape estimator performance.

For these simulations, four sensors were used in a tetrahedral configuration. Figure 4.13

shows typical results for the shape estimation of the three simulated targets with sensor
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noise of 1% in the range direction and 0.5 pixels in the focal plane direction. Note that

for clarity, only voxels with a likelihood of occupancy greater than 0.5 are shown in the

shape estimates.

(b)

Figure 4.13. Shape estimation (simulation results): (a) simulated targets; (b)
corresponding shape estimates with 1% sensor noise.

Figure 4.14 illustrates how shape estimation degrades as sensory noise increases.

Sensor noise standard deviation in the range direction was specified at 1%, 3.2%, and

10%, respectively for the three images shown. Similar degradations were observed for

the other simulated targets. Note that fine details become less certain as noise increases,

but larger features of the target can still be mapped with reasonable certainty. These
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simulation results suggest that accurate shape models can be built despite substantial

sensory noise.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.14. Shape estimation for different sensor noise levels (simulation
results): (a) 1% sensor noise; (b) 3.2% sensor noise; (c) 10% sensor noise.

4.3 Experimental Results

4.3.1 Experimental Platform

After observing good estimator performance in simulation, a number of

experimental studies were conducted to validate simulation results and to study practical

challenges associated with the estimator. These studies used an experimental platform

built by Dr. Vivek Sujan at the MIT Field and Space Robotics Laboratory. The platform

consists of two serial-link spatial manipulators, two stereo camera heads, and a motion-

controlled carriage, all of which can be mounted on a 4-foot-cube supporting structure

(see Figure 4.15). Mock-ups of space targets can be mounted in the carriage and moved

along one axis of translation and one axis of rotation. A movable spotlight emulates

sunlight and a diffuse light box emulates earth albedo. The supporting structure is
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wrapped in black felt to emulate the dark backdrop of space. All motion control and

sensor processing is handled by a pair of 1-GHz Intel Pentium III computers, which

communicate to each other using standard ethernet protocols. The computers interface to

the manipulators and carriage using off-the-shelf motion control cards built by Servo-To-

Go, Inc. [64]. The stereo heads are interfaced using IEEE 1394 firewire communication

protocols.

spotlight to
emulate sunlight / N

scaffolding for
mounting camern

& manipulators

satellite mockup
mounted on

moving carriage

ligh
emul

a

(a) (b)

Figure 4.15. Field and Space Robotics Laboratory Experimental Testbed: (a)
schematic; (b) photograph of actual system. Cameras and manipulators

removed for clarity. Photo credit: V Sujan.

The stereo camera heads, made by Videre Design [83], provide pairs of 2-D

images to the central computers. 3-D range images are generated by processing the 2-D

images using off-the-shelf software (SRI Small Vision System, v. 3.2b [74]). This

system is able to capture 15 range images per second at a resolution of 320 by 240 pixels.

Figure 4.16 shows a representative range image produced using this system. Note that

like any stereo vision system, range data is noisy and may be missing from areas in
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shadow or having little texture. Noise in the range direction is approximately 1 percent

for ideally-textured surfaces; however this degrades by as much as an order of magnitude

for poorly-textured and reflective surfaces. Non-Gaussian outliers typically comprise a

small fraction (a few percent) of the entire range data cloud.

missing data
to lack of text

occluded
surfaces

noise, -
,I iflinrc

~JULII~I -

Figure 4.16. Range image of the author'sface using stereo vision hardware.

A satellite mock-up was mounted in the moving carriage for the experimental

trials described here (see Figure 4.17). The model was built by A&M Model Makers [1]

and is a 1/24 th scale model of a Hughes 601 communications satellite. The two original

solar panels from the model were removed and replaced by a single smaller one, so that

the model could fit within the field of view of the stereo cameras.
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(a)

Figure 4.17. (a) Satellite mockup used in experimental studies; (b) example of
range image provided by 4 sensors in tetrahedral arrangement.
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4.3.2 Kinematic Data Fusion

As was done for the simulation studies, the error distributions for the kinematic

data fusion algorithm were quantified, here using experimental data (see Figure 4.18).

Note that the distribution shapes are similar to those observed in simulation (see Figure

4.5), although the variances are much higher with experimental data. In addition, there

are a few outliers in the estimates, as seen in Figure 4.18a.
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Attitude Error (degrees) Position Error (mm)

(a) (b)

Figure 4.18. Kinematic data fusion error distributions for the Hughes 601
satellite mock-up, 4-tetrahedral sensor arrangement (experimental results): (a)

attitude error; (b) position error.

4.3.3 Kalman Filtering

The experimental platform is capable of providing only flat spin motions (i.e. no

multi-axis tumbling). Consequently, inertial parameters were not observable for the

experimental studies done here. Only the dynamics of the target, the location of the

major principal inertial axis, and the shape were observable. The Kalman filter was

modified to estimate only the observable quantities, which involved removing some

elements of the state vector:
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WOb3

x' - iq . (4.1)

qd

This is a truncated version of the more general state vector given by Equation (3.5).

The following figures show typical experimental results for state and parameter

estimation. Like the simulation results, and despite the much higher noise in the

surrogate measurements (the kinematic data fusion outputs), the state and observable

parameters are estimated quickly, within one or two target rotations.
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Figure 4.19. Rotational motion estimation for the Hughes 601 satellite mock-up

(experimental results): (a) rotational velocity; (b) attitude quaternion. True
values shown with dotted lines.
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Figure 4.20. Translational motion estimation (experimental results): (a)
translational velocity; (b) position. True values shown with dotted lines.
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Figure 4.21. Parameter estimation (experimental results): (a) rotational offset

quaternion; (b) translational offset. True values shown with dotted lines.
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4.3.4 Shape Estimation

Figure 4.22 shows typical experimental shape estimates for the Hughes 601

satellite mock-up. Note the relatively accurate estimate despite large and erratic sensory

noise (see Figure 4.17b). Most of the large features of the target are accurately depicted,

including the reflective solar panels.

(a) (b)
Figure 4.22. Typical shape estimate for the Hughes 601 mock-up (experimental

results): (a) actual target; (b) shape estimate.

4.3.5 Overall Performance vs. Number of Sensors

Experiments were conducted to explore estimator convergence as a function of

the number and arrangement of sensors. As suggested by the simulation studies, the

number of sensors affects accuracy of the kinematic data fusion algorithm, which in turn

affects speed of convergence in the Kalman filter. The following studies will therefore

evaluate the combined performance of the kinematic data fusion and the Kalman filter as

a function of sensor arrangements.

Since orientation of the angular velocity vector was observed to be the slowest

estimate to converge in experimental trials, it was used to quantify estimator

performance. A series of studies were performed in which estimation error in the angular
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velocity vector was recorded after the target made two full rotations. Three hundred sixty

distinct trials were used for each sensor arrangement. Each trial was a combination of

one of sixty initial target poses and one of six possible sensor sample rates. The sensors

were allowed to sample at 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, and 60 samples per target rotation.

Figure 4.23 shows distributions of the estimation error for various sensor

arrangements. These distributions approximately follow a chi-square distribution with

two degrees of freedom. Performance was observed to vary little as a function of the

sensor rates used. Like the simulation studies, these experiments suggest that little

performance is gained using more than four sensors. Note that the estimator performed

poorly when using only two sensors, which is likely due to poor kinematic data fusion.
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Figure 4.23. Rotational velocity estimation error distributions after two target
rotations, for sensor arrangements defined in Figure 4.4 (experimental results).
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4.3.6 Computation Time

A major consideration for this application is that computational resources are very

limited (see Section 2.1). Here, experiments and simulations were performed using a 1-

GHz Intel Pentium III processor. On this system, the estimator consistently operated at a

rate above 5.0 Hz. That is, the estimator required less than 0.2 seconds to perform

kinematic data fusion on the range image, filter the results in the Kalman filter, and

update the shape estimate1. Substantially higher speeds could probably be attained with

further code optimization.

Space-qualified computation power might be an order of magnitude slower than

that used here. Recall that the estimator must sample at a rate fast enough to avoid

aliasing the rotational motions, which means that most practical applications would

require a sensor sampling rate on the order of 0.1 to 1.0 Hz for targets spinning at rates on

the order of 3 rpm. The results of simulations and experiments done here indicate that

even with space-qualified hardware, the computational requirements of the estimator are

manageable.

4.4 Summary

Chapters 3 and 4 have developed and demonstrated a methodology for the

estimation of rigid-body motions, dynamic model parameters, and geometric shape for

targets in space. The method exploits two key features of the applications discussed here,

which are that the dynamics of targets are well-modeled in space, and that several

cooperative sensors may be available with which to observe the target. These features

This time does not include the sensors' generation of the range images, since this is implementation
dependent and would be a function of the type of sensors used. The results pertain strictly to the
estimation algorithms developed in this thesis.
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have enabled the design of a computationally efficient and robust estimator using the

architecture introduced in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 developed the three main components of the estimator. The first

component, referred to as kinematic data fusion, condenses detailed range image clouds

into coarse estimates of target attitude and position. This component discretizes a range

image cloud into voxels, and performs simple computations on the voxel set to determine

the approximate principal geometric axes and centroid of the target. A Kalman filter was

then developed to filter these coarse estimates and extract the full dynamic state and

model parameters of the target. Because the rotational dynamics are nonlinear, the

Kalman filter must be designed carefully. Finally, a simple method was described to

illustrate the process of recursive shape estimation, which simply involves the stochastic

mapping of a static scene.

This chapter has described a number of simulation and experimental studies

designed to evaluate the accuracy, efficiency, and practicality of the estimator. Several

different simulation and experimental studies were conducted to characterize estimation

errors in the kinematic data fusion module. These studies suggested that the algorithm

can provide sufficiently accurate surrogate measurements over a wide range of sensor and

target conditions, although the simple design is not suited to situations involving less than

three sensors. Simulation and experimental studies were then used to evaluate the

Kalman filter, which was observed to perform very well. As expected, the studies also

demonstrated the loss of parameter observability for targets undergoing degenerate

motions. Shape estimation was observed to perform well in both simulation and

experimental studies. Finally, the computational requirements of the estimator were

quantified and shown to be quite reasonable for real-time implementation in practical

space systems.
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Modularity is one of the chief benefits of this estimation architecture. Certainly,

some of the components of the estimator could be amended to deal with different

scenarios. A more sophisticated shape estimator could be used instead of the very

simple one illustrated here. Likewise, a different kinematic data fusion algorithm could

be designed to handle situations involving only one sensor. Indeed, this could even

incorporate more traditional machine vision methods if so desired. In sum, this chapter

has demonstrated potential for the estimation architecture as a whole as much as it has the

individual components.
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CHAPTER

5
ESTIMATION OF VIBRATION MODES:

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

5.1 Problem Statement

Future space missions are expected to use autonomous robotic systems for the

assembly, inspection, and maintenance of large space structures in orbit [7, 62, 75, 80].

Examples of such structures include the International Space Station, large synthetic

aperture telescopes, and space solar power systems [52, 61]. For these missions, it is

critical for the robotic systems to understand and predict the dynamics of the structures

with which they interact. This information is often unavailable a priori, so accurate

sensing and estimation of target dynamics and model parameters is expected to be a

fundamental challenge for these missions. In the context of large flexible space targets,

the general estimation problem of this thesis is stated as follows:

Estimate the shape and motion of a region of interest on a flexible

space structure, using data gathered from one or more 3-D range

imaging sensors.

5.1.1 Structure Assumptions

The structural dynamics are assumed to be linear or weakly nonlinear. The

structure's mode shapes are assumed to be well-known to the estimator a priori. In
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practice, these could be found using techniques such as finite element analysis and could

be computed off-line from a ground station. This modal knowledge in the estimator is

assumed to be updated whenever the fundamental mode shapes change (e.g. due to a

structural configuration change, added mass, etc.).

A priori uncertainty in the modal frequencies (time domain) is assumed to be

bounded. This bound might be on the order of + 20 percent of the true frequencies. The

estimator should be able to accommodate this uncertainty and estimate the actual modal

frequencies.

Rigid body modes are not treated here. In principle, the rigid and flexible modes

could be estimated in a decoupled manner, with rigid modes estimated using techniques

such as the one described in Chapter 3.

Thermal deformations are expected to be well-known or negligible. Here, this

type of slowly varying deformation is treated as a quasi-static change in the equilibrium

state of the structure. The estimator will only be concerned with vibrations about this

equilibrium state. Thermally-induced forcing of the structure is not explored here.

Explicitly known external disturbances (e.g. robot manipulation forces) are not

discussed in detail here, although in principle they could be included in the process model

of the Kalman filter, described later.

5.1.2 Sensor Assumptions

To reiterate from Section 2.1, all data in the point cloud is assumed to be captured

at approximately the same instant in time. In the context of vibration estimation, this

means that the time delay between the first and last data point captured in the cloud is

assumed to be small compared to the period of the highest natural frequency estimated.

An additional assumption for the vibration estimation case is that sensor noise is

additive, white, unbiased, and roughly Gaussian. The estimator to be developed in this
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chapter will be near-optimal in a minimum least square error sense if this assumption is

valid.

5.1.3 Notation

Variables denoted with a subscript i, j, or k are considered elements of a vector.

The same variable name without the subscript indicates the entire vector quantity. If the

actual value of some quantity is represented by the variable a, then its estimated value is

denoted a and its measured value is denoted a.

Let the natural mode shapes of the structure be denoted as Oi (x) for each mode i.

For a linear elastic system, the dynamic response z(x, t) of the structural deformations is

a separable function of time and space, and can be written as

m

z(x, t)= Ai (t) (x)= A(t)(x) (5.1)
i-=-

where z(x,t) is the deflection from the structure's equilibrium state, m is the number of

modes excited in the response, and A(t) is the ith modal coefficient, which oscillates

sinusoidally with the ith modal frequency co,. If modal damping exists, these sinusoids

decay exponentially with rate at .

5.1.4 Solution Approach

The goal is to estimate the time domain functions Ai (t) for all modes of interest.

This will reduce shape estimation (Section 5.4) to simply a modal reconstruction using

the estimates of A, (t) and the a priori knowledge of mode shapes i, (x).

Estimation of Ai(t) will occur in two steps. First, modal decomposition in the

spatial domain will be performed on the point cloud to arrive at a coarse estimate Ai(t)

(Section 5.2). This coarse estimate will then be filtered in the time domain using a
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Kalman filter to arrive at a refined estimate i (t) (Section 5.3). Here, the number of hats

on the variable is used to indicate the coarseness of the estimate. This chapter will now

present these methods

5.2 Kinematic Data Fusion: Modal Decomposition

As shown in Figure 2.4 (page 26), the first step in the estimation process involves

kinematic data fusion, in which noisy pixel-level information from the vision sensors is

condensed into coarse estimates of the target's kinematic properties. In the context of

vibrating space structures, this amounts to performing a modal decomposition on the

visual data to find coarse estimates of the modal coefficients A, (t).

To begin, define an inner product (dot product) over some space Xas

(asb) 9 fa(x)bT (x)dx=

al (b 2 () -:1
a2 (2 (X) dx .

.i

Let the space Xbe the "backbone" surface of the target structure. For example, if

the structure of interest is a planar sheet of uniform thickness, then the space Xis the 2-D

reference surface embedded in the sheet at its equilibrium configuration, and z(x,t)

represents the deformation normal to the surface at some location x in X. One useful

property of mode shapes is that

(DiAj)X = o j
i#j
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That is, the mode shapes are orthogonal in the space X. If the mode shapes are

normalized, then bi = 1 for all i. For generality, normality will not be enforced here.

Consider a subspace Y c X, which represents a discrete, not necessarily uniform

sampling of the space X (see Figure 5.1). The subspace Yrepresents the sample space in

which the measurements lie, and may be changing in time.

X

Y

Figure 5.1. Sample space Y in complete space X.

In this discrete space, the inner product integral reduces to a summation, and the

inner products of the mode shapes over the sample space Y are computed as:

w(hierej) = ki(Yti(Y) tfl
k=l

where k is the h discrete point in the sample space Y and n is the number of discrete

points in the sample space.

Define a symmetric modal correlation matrix My to describe the inner products of

the mode shapes in the sample space Y, for the m excited modes:

My (O. () =

... (0,0.)Y 

(Di,Dm)y

.. (c0m,4D.)y

(0I1, I)y

(i,(Il)y (5.2)
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Al ·. ii o · i,

J6.1 --- l i ... )6 m 

A similar modal correlation matrix Mx can be written for the complete space X. Mx is

diagonal, and if the mode shapes are normalized, it is simply the identity matrix.

If the Y sampling is dense and uniformly distributed over X, then for some scale

factor , My AMX . However, this thesis considers the general case in which the

sample space Y is not a uniform and complete sampling of the complete structure space

X. This situation could arise in practice, for example, if the sensors are focused on only a

portion of the structure.

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it can be shown that

My is thus guaranteed to be positive semidefinite. The semidefinite condition only arises

from a pathological choice of the sample space Y such that certain modes are

unobservable or undiscernable (i.e. the modes are aliased spatially). The condition

number (maximum ratio of eigenvalues) of My can be checked to determine the proximity

to this condition. All further discussion assumes that the measurement space is not

pathological and that My is positive definite, well-conditioned, and invertible.

The sample space Y is likely not to be constant. For example, movement of the

sensors relative to the target, noise in the sensory data, and deformations in the structure

will all change the actual location of the sample points which constitute Y. For this
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reason, the modal correlation matrix My and the inner product operator (a,b)y are not

constant in general and are recomputed at each time step.

The sensor measurements can be written as

z(yt)]

|Z(Yk ,t)

Z(Ynt)

z(y ,t)'

z(yk,t)

z(Yknt)~z(y"'t

e]

e

or in vector notation

z=z+e

where the overbar is used to denote a measurement, z(y k,t) is the true deformation of the

target at location Yk, and ek is additive sensor noise.

The modal coefficients Ai(t) can be recovered through an inner product of the

mode shapes with the true deformation of the target:

[ (IDZ),

(I i, z)y

(. X1Zz)y
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= MYA(t)

and thus

A(t)= M -'(D, z) .

Consider the use of noisy measurements in the above equation rather than the true

values z.

~A(t) = M71 (IF, ~y (5.3)

= M -1 (D, z + e): = My-' (,z), + M -1((, e),

= A(t)+ M -' (I), e) .

Since it was assumed that noise e is white and unbiased, the expectation of the

inner product of the noise and the mode shapes is zero. That is,

E[(, e) =0

and thus

E[A(t)] = A(t).

Equation (5.3) is therefore an unbiased estimator of A(t). The actual error

between the estimate and true values will be denoted by the vector w
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w A(t)- A(t) = My-' (I,e) .

Since it was assumed that the noise e is Gaussian and white, the error is also

Gaussian since it is a summation of Gaussian random variables'. The covariance on this

estimate is computed as

= E[(M ' (, e) XMy-'(, e) ) r]

=My- E[((D e X(, eX(e) Y ) ] My -

= My-'E

(D ,,e)y,((D..e)y

T

(m, e) J
(Ol, e)r(,e)>

.. (,e)Yr(m.,e)r

(5.5)

Consider an arbitrary term of the matrix in Equation (5.5).

Even if the noise were not Gaussian, the error w would approach Gaussian by the Central Limit
Theorem.
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Ek,,i, e)Y((I)j,e)y]= E[ ek (

!_E[ zeke i k D i j (Yl)

= Z i (Yk Dj (y I )E[eke ] .
k=l 1=1

Since it was assumed that the noise e is uncorrelated with itself (E[ekel]= O for

k I1), Equation (5.6) reduces to

(5.7)E[(i, e), ( j,), y] = i (Y ) (, )E[e2 ]
k=l

In the simplifying case in which the variance on the noise is approximately the same for

all data points (E[ek2] = e2 ), Equation (5.7) reduces to

E[(k ie)y(ij,e)y ] = ()i,j)e
2

and thus Equation (5.5) simplifies to

((i ,(Il)Y

(e.,*l/D)y

= My-1My 2My -=y M y C~ ~y
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Aww - r e2My-1. (5.8)

For the case in which the noise variance is substantially different for each data

point, the equations are not as concise but A,,,, is still easily solved (Section 5.5.1

discusses the more general form of Equation (5.8)). Such a situation could arise in

practice if one sensor were much closer to the target than the others, in which case the

noise on the data from the closer sensor would be substantially smaller than noise on the

other sensors' data.

Equation (5.3) represents an easily computed coarse estimate of A(t). This

estimate is unbiased and has a Gaussian error distribution with statistics computed from

Equation (5.8). It is a minimum-least-squares estimate of A(t) using data from a single

sample time. This estimate can be refined further over time using the fundamental

knowledge of the dynamics of A(t). The estimate A(t) will now be viewed as a surrogate

measurement of A(t) that can be sent to a Kalman filter for further refinement in the time

domain.

5.3 Kalman Filtering: Sinusoid Estimation

The goal now is to observe the time series A(t) and extract a better estimate of

A(t), denoted A(t), using the fundamental knowledge that A(t) is a weakly decaying

sinusoid. One would also like to refine the estimates of the natural frequencies co and

the modal damping rates a for each mode. There are many methods to estimate a

sinusoid from a noisy time series. A Kalman filter is used here for fast online estimation.

A Kalman filter uses a process model and a measurement model along with a

second-order characterization of the noise statistics to update its estimate of the system
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state recursively and efficiently. If the models are linear and noise is additive, white, and

Gaussian, then the Kalman filter estimates are optimal in a least-squares sense.

Here, the full state to be estimated consists of A(t), its time rate of change J(t),

the natural frequencies , and the modal damping rate & . If the true modal coefficients

follow a decaying sine wave (of arbitrary phase Pi ), their trajectory is given by

Ai (t) = exp(- tai )sin(tcoi +Pi ).

Differentiation and substitution leads to the process model

d V(t) a(t )I
,d Vi (coi + a( (t)- 2i V ( (5.9)a

odt i Oi '

a i 0

or in discrete time,

exp(-Aa,i )

exp(- Aa,)-(Vi
wi

a I ai (A~~~~~

Note the lack of dependence on phase Vpi. If well-known external forces were applied to

the structure (e.g. from robotic systems), then these would be incorporated into the

process model here. Process noise is indicated by v {VA v v, V v, }T and is char-

acterized with a covariance matrix
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AV - E[T ] . (5.10)

If the process model is perfectly accurate, then process noise covariance is zero

and the model is said to be deterministic. In practice, however, external disturbances and

unmodeled dynamics usually exist (e.g. nonlinear elasticity, structural hysteresis, gravity

gradient/orbital mechanics effects, etc.) and therefore the process noise covariance is

nonzero and should be chosen to describe this uncertainty.

In the Kalman filter methodology, the process noise covariance matrix is

sometimes viewed as a design variable that encapsulates uncertainty in the system

dynamic model. It should be chosen carefully to obtain robust and efficient filter

performance. A poor choice of the process noise covariance matrix can lead to estimator

instability (for A, chosen too small) or sluggish performance (for A, chosen too large).

Therefore, this matrix should be based on the best a priori information available. For

example, if the natural frequencies are known to drift (e.g. due to unknown thermal

effects) then the diagonal terms of A, corresponding to E[v, vT] should correspond to

the expected Brownian drift rate of co.

The Kalman filter measurement model is written as

A(t)= A(t)+w (5.11)

which is simply a restatement of Equation (5.4). The noise term w is white, unbiased,

and Gaussian with covariance statistics computed from Equation (5.8) (or its more

general form described in Section 5.5.1, below).

The last piece of information required by the Kalman filter is the initialization

information. The initial a posteriori state estimate is given by
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l?(0) j 0( (5.12)
6(o)1 aexp

where o)p, and ap are the expected frequencies and damping predicted from the ground

station. For lack of better information, the estimated time rate of change of A(t) is

initialized to the unbiased value zero.

The state estimation error is denoted

(A(t)- A(t)

O(t) i(t) V(t

a(t)- a

The initial uncertainty on the a posteriori state estimate is given by

A, (o)- E[(t)o(t)T] (5.13)

E[{V(0)V(0)}T] []{_ }] E[{ _

where A, is computed from Equation (5.8) and the other terms encapsulate the

uncertainty in the initial estimate. Again, these terms should be chosen judiciously based

on the best information available ahead of time.

The implementation of the Kalman filter is now straightforward using Equations

(5.8)-(5.13), and the details are left to the reader. Note that since the process model is
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nonlinear, an extended Kalman filter, unscented Kalman filter, particle filter, or some

other more general Bayesian filter must be used [12, 20, 25, 35, 40, 60, 85]. Since

uncertainty in the frequencies is typically small, the extended Kalman filter [12] and

unscented Kalman filter [40, 85] generally perform very well for this problem.

5.4 Shape Estimation: Modal Reconstruction

With a good estimate of the modal coefficients, shape estimation is simply a

modal reconstruction using Equation (5.1):

2(x, t) = Ai(t) (x) =A(t)T b(x). (5.14)
i=l

The hat notation is used on the mode shapes 4(x) as a reminder that the estimator might

not know these perfectly, since they are based on theoretical analyses performed ahead of

time. The ramifications of uncertainty in mode shapes will be discussed later in Section

5.5.3.

Assuming for now that the mode shape knowledge is perfect, the uncertainty in

the shape estimate due strictly to uncertainty in coefficient estimates is computed as

A (X, t)- E[((x, )z(x, tXi(xt)-(x, t))]

Az (x,t) = @(x) A, (tl(x). (5.15)
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5.5 Practical Considerations

5.5.1 Non-uniform Sensory Noise

A derivation of A,,,, for the more general case when the noise on each data point

is not the same is now presented. Let the variance on each data point be denoted as

2 [ek2]
'ek -[ek

Define a weighted sample space Y such that the inner product in this space is

given by

(a,b), = oeka(Yk)b(Yk ) 
k=1

Thus the inner product of two mode shapes in the weighted sample space is given

by

(i , j) = E Ckli(Yk j(,Yk)Kk
k=1

and the modal correlation matrix in this weighted space is given by

Kl .' Kli

Kil .. Kii

KCml .. Kmi

Klm

Kim

Kmm

The purpose of defining this space is that it possesses the useful property
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E[(( i,e)r (ij,e)rT] = (~i'(j),

Reexamining the derivation of Equation (5.8), a more general form of the modal

decomposition error covariance can be written as

A,,, = My MfMy 1. (5.16)

Note that the implementation of this more general form is slightly more complex.

A different inner product operator must be defined in the software, and the variance on

each point must be assessed or computed at every time step. Allocation of memory for

the variance on each point might also be significant if there are thousands of data points.

5.5.2 Truncation of Estimated Modes

All discussion so far has assumed that all active modes of vibration are estimated.

This might not always be the case in practice. For example, the number of pre-computed

mode shapes might be truncated at some large number. This might be done to limit the

amount of a priori information transmitted to and stored by the estimator, to reduce

estimator computation (recall that My is m-by-m and must be inverted), or simply because

modes above a certain threshold frequency may be unimportant to the greater mission

tasks.

Let r denote the actual number of modes excited in the system, where r > m. The

estimator now has incomplete knowledge of the modal correlation matrix My. The

complete matrix is denoted with a superscript:
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(01(, I)y

((D? r7 I )y

· ·

'''

((Dr,(Di)y

:Z' (i,*r)y

.. (Dir,Dr)y

which can be written in the form

Mycomplete [MY C]

where Mr is the modal correlation matrix for the estimated modes, My is the modal

correlation matrix for the unestimated modes, and Cy is the cross-correlation matrix

between the estimated and unestimated modes.

The first m true modal coefficients are computed as

(D,z)y = MyA(t)+ CA(t)

where A(t) denotes the true values of the residual (unestimated) modes. Rearranging

yields

A(t) = My-' ((D, z)y - C (t)).

Estimation error is now computed as

w = A(t)- A(t) = My-' (,) - M,' ((, z) -) - (t))

= My-l (D, z)y + My-l (D), e)y - My-l ((, z) - CyA(t))
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(5.17)

Comparing this to Equation (5.4), in the case of modal truncation the error

contains an additional time-varying nonrandom term which is not zero in general. Thus

Equation (5.3) is now a biased estimator. Because the bias is nonrandom and

uncorrelated with the noise, the error covariance matrix is given by

Aww=E M 1(QD,e)XMy (, e)r)T] +(M ICY i(t)XMY -'CY (t)

= e2My - + (Mly1c jCa(t)M) (5.18)

which is similar to Equation (5.8) but with an additional term due to the bias.

Under certain conditions these bias terms are negligible. That is,

(My1l CYA(t)XM-lc yA(t)yT << CeMy-. (5.19)

This condition is satisfied in several real-world situations. First, the condition can be met

if the amplitude of vibration of the residual modes is very small compared to the

estimated modes. Second, the condition is met whenever the residual modes are

approximately orthogonal to the estimated modes in sample space Y (i.e. Cy : 0 ). This

second case can occur, for example, if the sample space Y is dense and uniform over the

complete space X.

In general, however, the bias terms in Equations (5.17) and (5.18) may be

significant and therefore must be addressed. The bias can be mitigated a number of

ways. The first and most obvious solution is to simply estimate a larger number of

modes, in effect not truncating the model at all. Of course the drawback is that this
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requires more computation (recall that Mr must be inverted) and this solution becomes

impractical as the number of modes increases. Further, it is still unclear just how many

modes need to be estimated, since in principle the structure has an infinite number of

modes.

A second solution is to place the sensors in a configuration that makes Cy vanish,

i.e. makes the unestimated modes unobservable. As mentioned above, this might be done

by sampling the space X in a uniform and complete manner. However, this solution is

often impractical, either because such poses are difficult to determine, or because it

imposes undesirable requirements on sensor placement and motion.

A third approach is to treat the bias as random noise and let the Kalman filter

remove it naturally. This may be a simple and reasonable solution for relatively small

biases. However, if the biases are large, this solution severely degrades Kalman filter

performance. The estimator has no information regarding the second term of Equation

(5.18), since it involves unknown and unestimated information (Cy and A(t)).

Consequently, this "noise" covariance must be provided as a blind guess, which may be

incorrect by orders of magnitude. If the guess is undersized, the filter could become

unstable; if the guess is oversized, the estimation will be very sluggish. Further, this

solution is fundamentally suboptimal, since the bias is poorly modeled by random noise.

A fourth method is to use a low-pass (anti-aliasing) filter on the surrogate

measurement A(t) immediately prior to the Kalman filter (see Figure 5.2). Since the bias

term in Equation (5.17) is a linear sum of high-frequency sinusoids, a low-pass filter will

effectively eliminate the bias. There are two important considerations, however. First,

the anti-aliasing filter is implemented in discrete time, and thus the Nyquist sampling

criterion must be met for the unestimated modes. Second, the Kalman filter must

compensate the phase shift and attenuation of the desired signal A(t) caused by the anti-

aliasing filter. This typically involves a forward dynamic propagation and scaling using
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the Kalman filter's dynamic model and latest estimate A(t). The effectiveness of this

method is shown in simulation in the following chapter.

shifted shifted

Figure 5.2. Using a low-passfilter to attenuate bias due to modal truncation.

5.5.3 Imperfect Knowledge of Mode Shapes

The discussion so far has assumed that the estimator has perfect knowledge of the

mode shapes (x). In practice, it is unlikely that these will be known exactly.

Nonlinearities, parameter uncertainty, and modeling errors, for example, will lead to

errors in the computed mode shapes. Consider the following relation between the

predicted and the actual mode shapes:

rk(x) (x)+ k (x) (5.20)

where k (x) represents a small error displacement function. The scaling matrix k is

approximately the identity and is chosen to satisfy

(,3)Yk [o]. (5.21)

Note that in order to satisfy Equation (5.21), 8 k (x) and Fk will change slightly whenever

the sample space Y changes. Figure 5.3 shows a graphical interpretation of these

equations.
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(Yk)

J

k(Y )

Figure 5.3. Graphical interpretation of Equations (5.20) and (5.21).

Referring to Equation (5.3), the estimate of the modal coefficients A(t) will be

computed as

A(t) = i y1 (ca ) (5.22)

where the approximate modal correlation matrix My is computed as

] (s'3l'm )y
·oi (~ , m y

The estimate of target shape is thus

A(x,t)= At(t)T(X)= ' -1(- ) ty ( .
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Consider the following metric for quantifying the magnitude of the shape

estimation error due to imperfect mode shape knowledge:

|h|:)- a| (5.23)
IZIIB

where the double brackets indicate the norm of the enclosed value over the subscripted

space. That is,

al - a, a)B .

In other words, Equation (5.23) defines a ratio between the RMS shape estimation

error and the RMS amplitude of vibration at one instant in time. The space B could be X,

Y, or any other space over which one would like to compute shape error. The

denominator of Equation (5.23) can be computed as

IIZIIB = (zz)B = (A TA<TD) =~]A(,)A =1A MBA. (5.24)

The numerator of Equation (5.23) is computed as follows

|IE(2)-zIIB = (E(.1 z E(z, Z)B

= j(E(A) AT ..E Ar,~~ J~·c7
(·("~~~~~
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At <-ATrD-
= (Y ((b,)y

= AT (D, Q) Mfy ' - D,- 

= AT((k

= AT ((rkY

-S'k I()yMY-(T- rkX-5k>.

A

= VAT (k,k) BA = ADkA (5.25)

where the matrix DBk is defined as

Bkstituting Equations (5.24) and (5.25) into Equation (5.23),

Substituting Equations (5.24) and (5.25) into Equation (5.23),

ATDBk A
B = ATMBA (5.26)

Examining order of magnitude relationships between estimation error and mode

shape uncertainty reveals
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O( )-- O A TD,, A 4 I Al DBk ll Fro O IA1 || IDBk llFro 
A MA I IMB. l 14 = IIMB IIF )

= o(1k II1 ) (5.27)
I,11D1IB

where single brackets indicate the vector norm and double brackets with subscript Fro

indicate the Frobenius (matrix) norm.

This result suggests that estimation errors arising from imperfect modal

knowledge are directly proportional to the ratio between mode shape errors and the mode

shape amplitudes. Importantly, this suggests that estimator performance degrades

gracefully rather than catastrophically as mode shape uncertainty grows.

5.5.4 Errors in Variables

Another implicit assumption made so far deals with the specific way in which the

structure is sensed. So far it has been assumed that for each sensor data point, its location

in X space is known perfectly - that is, Yk is known perfectly for the kh data point. In

practice, however, this may not be true. If the sensor has an oblique view of the target, or

if there is noise in the focal plane direction (i.e. normal to the range direction), then Yk

will not be known perfectly. Performing a regression (e.g. shape estimation) while

having errors in the regressors is known as an errors in variables problem [14, 23].
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Z

Y(Yk)

Z(Yk +Ak)

z(yk)

b I

X

Figure 5.4. Errors in variables for a sensor viewing a structure.

Figure 5.4 illustrates a deformed structure being viewed by a range imaging

sensor. The point a denotes the actual point on the structure being sensed. Due to noise

e' in the range measurement, the actual point is measured to exist at point b'. Due to

measurement noise and the oblique viewing angle ryk, the projections onto X space of the

two points will differ. Let Yk denote the X-projection of the measured point b and

(Yk + Ak) denote the X-projection of the actual point a. Since the value of the

measurement noise e' is unknown, the value of A is also unknown.

Earlier, the measurement was modeled using the equation

Z(Yk)= z(yk)+ek

i Measurement noise in the focal plane direction has been omitted here for clarity, but could be included in
the following analysis with similar effect.
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where the noise term ek was assumed to be white, Gaussian, and unbiased. Consider the

validity of this statement if there are errors in variables Yk. Examination of the figure

above shows that

e, = e cos(v, )+ z(yk + Ak, )- z(yk )

=ekCOS(;k I+Ak I +- X +..
axlx)y_ 2 aX

where the latter terms come from the Taylor series expansion of z(x). Noting that

Ak = ek sin(rVk) and ignoring higher order terms in Ak yields

ek ek cos(k )+ ek sin(vk + 2(ek sin(Vk ))2-(2) (5.28)

If measurement noise in the range direction ( el) is Gaussian, white, and unbiased,

then the first term of Equation (5.28) will be Gaussian, white, and unbiased. The second

term will also be Gaussian and unbiased. However, the magnitude of its covariance will

be a function of the slope of the structure, and thus the second term is not white with

respect to the deformation of the structure. Finally, the third term will be biased since it

is a quadratic function of the random variable e. Further, this bias is a function of the

curvature of the structure at the point y,, and thus the third term is also not white with

respect to the deformation of the structure. Thus, if there are errors in the variables Yk

then technically e, is not Gaussian, white, or unbiased.

In practice, however, Ak, A2k, the gradient of z, and the curvature of z are all very

small values and thus
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e; sin(k az + (e' sin(~k ))2 ) le cos(ok V

Thus in practice, the estimation error or loss of optimality due to errors in

variables will typically be negligible. Further, it should be noted that a sensor viewpoint

approximately normal to the space X will also virtually eliminate the non-white and bias

terms, and will make ek e.
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CHAPTER

6
ESTIMATION OF VIBRATION MODES:

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents simulation and experimental studies for the vibration

estimator developed in the previous chapter. These studies were performed to validate

the performance and to explore practical challenges of the estimator. The chapter is

divided into two main sections: simulation studies (Section 6.2) and experimental studies

(Section 6.3).

6.2 Simulation Studies

6.2.1 Simulation Environment

Computer simulations were used to study performance of the vibrational

estimator. Representative space structures were built into a virtual environment very

similar to the one described in Section 4.2.1. The structural models used here were based

on state-of-the-art deployable space structures [2]. Mode shapes, frequencies, and

dynamic responses of the simulated structures were provided from finite element analysis

conducted by Vickram Mangalgiri [51].
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Figure 6.1 shows a structure used in simulation studies, which is representative in

scale and stiffness of proposed space solar power systems [52, 61]. Each triangular

element has a 200-meter side length, making the entire structure approximately 2 km by 2

km in size. The first mode of vibration has a period of approximately 40 minutes and the

one-hundredth mode has a period of approximately 40 seconds. Further details of the

structural model can be found in [51].

Figure 6.1. A planar space structure used in simulation studies. Vibrations
occur primarily in the out-of-plane direction. Image made using OpenGL [68].

As was done in the rigid body estimator simulations, simulated sensors were

placed in this environment and their range images were synthesized'. The sensors were

given a resolution of only 30 by 30 pixels and a field of view of 80 degrees. Gaussian

1 The algorithm for synthesizing range images is presented in Appendix B.
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noise was added to the synthetic range images, with a magnitude that varied depending

on the study.

6.2.2 Estimator Performance

Simulation studies were used to evaluate estimator performance. Each mode

shape was scaled so that a modal coefficient of 1.0 indicated the same elastic potential

energy for all modes (i.e. the modes were energy-normalized). The simulated structure

was given a random excitation on the interval 0 < Aimax < 1, meaning the expected energy

in each mode was the same. Phase for each mode was randomly selected over the

interval 0 < (Pi < 2. For initial studies, damping was set to zero, all the active modes

were estimated, and the mode shapes were known perfectly by the estimator. A single

simulated sensor was used to observe about one-quarter of the entire structure (see Figure

6.2). Range images were taken at a rate of one per simulated minute. Gaussian sensor

noise was simulated with a standard deviation of 3% of the measurement in the range

direction. This value is similar to that found in practical sensors proposed for space

applications [29, 82, 84]. Note that scaling the range noise simply scales the noise on the

kinematic data fusion outputs proportionally (see Equation (5.8), page 93).
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Figure 6.2. Sensor placement for simulation studies.

Figure 6.3 shows typical simulation results for the surrogate measurements

(kinematic data fusion outputs) and filtered estimates of a few modal coefficients. These

results are similar for all modes, regardless of number estimated, as long as the Nyquist

sampling criterion is met with respect to the modal frequencies. Note that the signal-to-

noise ratio is different for each mode, which is largely due to the sample space chosen,

which directly affects the matrix My (see Equation (5.8), page 93).
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Figure 6.3. Surrogate measurements of modal coefficients (black lines), with
results of Kalman filtering superimposed (gray lines) (simulation results).

Figure 6.4 shows frequency estimation histories for these simulations. Again,

these results are typical for any number of modes estimated, as long as the Nyquist

sampling criterion is met for each mode. Note that all frequencies are correctly estimated

within a few periods of vibration.
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Figure 6.4. Frequency estimates (simulation results). True values shown with
dotted lines.

Figure 6.5 shows overall shape estimation errors as a function of time. Shape

estimation error is defined in this figure as the root-mean-square (RMS) estimation error

computed over the entire structure:

j(2(x)- z(x))2 dx

0 - X (6.1)

Recall that the first mode of vibration has a period of 40 minutes. Figure 6.5 suggests

that very good shape estimates can be achieved within a few periods of vibration of the

first mode.
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Figure 6.5. Shape estimation error vs. time, with all excited modes estimated
(simulation results). Measurements are taken once per simulated minute.

Amplitude of vibration of structure is on the order of25 m.

Figure 6.6 shows a typical parameter estimation history when damping was

introduced into the simulation. These results show that damping estimation requires a

long time to converge. This is largely because it is a subtle effect that is only observed

over many periods of vibration. Note that in this particular trial, the estimator was able to

correctly identify all of the coefficients very accurately except for that of the sixth mode

(denoted a 6). This misidentification is due to a very low signal-to-noise ratio in the

surrogate measurement for that mode. It should be pointed out that if motions damp out

before the estimator has converged, the estimates will be frozen at incorrect values, since

parameters are unobservable without target motion. In the space applications discussed

here, damping is likely to be very small, making this an unlikely occurrence in practice.
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Figure 6.6. Modal damping estimation (simulation results). True values shown
with dotted lines.

Simulations were used to evaluate performance when not all modes are estimated

(modal truncation). In the previous chapter it was shown that ignoring modes during

estimation introduces bias in the surrogate measurements that is a linear combination of

the unestimated modal coefficients (Equation (5.17), page 101). It was argued that the

most appropriate method for dealing with this bias is to use a low-pass filter to remove it

from the surrogate measurements before it reaches the Kalman filter (see Figure 5.2, page

103).

Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 show filter performance for the case in which only the

first six of thirty excited modes are estimated. Results are shown for the nominal

estimator design and for a design that uses a low-pass prefilter prior to the Kalman filter.
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For these studies, a discrete-time eighth-order low-pass Butterworth filter was used. The

frequency of the last mode estimated (i.e. the sixth modal frequency) was chosen for the

cutoff of the Butterworth filter. Note that some non-zero shape estimation error is

unavoidable if not all modes are estimated, and this theoretical limit is represented by the

dashed line in Figure 6.7. These results clearly suggest the effectiveness of using a low-

pass prefilter before the Kalman filter.
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Figure 6. 7. Shape estimation error vs. time, when not estimating all excited
modes (simulation results). Thefirst 6 out of 30 modes are estimated here.

Amplitude of vibration of structure is on the order of25 m.
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Figure 6.8. Frequency estimation when not estimating all excited modes

(simulation results): (a) without prefilter; (b) with prefilter. The first 6 out of30
modes are estimated here.

Simulations were used to evaluate the effect of sensor location and field of view

on estimator performance. Single and multiple sensors were studied, viewing anywhere

from 5% to 100% of the structure, all with similar results to those presented above. The

simulations suggest that as long as the modes are observable', estimation is efficient and

robust. Similarly, increasing sensory noise only scales up the noise on the kinematic data

fusion outputs (surrogate measurements), which generally only slows the rate of

convergence of the Kalman filter.

I i.e. the modal correlation matrix My is well-conditioned (see Equation (5.2), page 87).
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6.3 Experimental Studies

6.3.1 Experimental Platform

With good estimator performance observed in simulation, some simple

experiments were conducted to assess practical challenges and qualitatively study

performance using real hardware. The experimental platform described in Section 4.3.1

was used here to provide realistic sensory data to the estimator. Figure 6.9 and Figure

6.10 show a multi-degree-of-freedom structure used in the experimental studies. It is a

quadruple-pendulum composed of four panels and low-friction rotational joints. The

upper joint is fixed in inertial space. The system is not instrumented to provide a ground-

truth of its motions, and therefore only qualitative results are discussed here.

y x
x

panel 1

panel 2

panel 3

panel 4

hinge 1 (bearing)

hinge 2 (bearing)

hinge 3 (flexure)

hinge 4 (flexure)

Figure 6.9. Schematic of multi-degree-of-freedom structure used in experimental
studies.
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Figure 6.10. Photograph ofmulti-degree-of-freedom structure used in
experimental studies.

The panels are textured to make them visible to the stereo cameras. It is

important to note however that these textures are not used to provide feature sets for

tracking. Range image points or features are not correlated across sample times.

Gravity provides a restoring force that causes the structure to vibrate when

perturbed. The four dominant modes of vibration involve rotational motions about the

four hinges, which are parallel to the x-axis in Figure 6.9. Due to backlash in the

bearings, several parasitic modes exist that allow limited motions about orthogonal axes

(i.e. axes parallel to the y- and z-axes).

Recall that the vibrational estimator requires a priori knowledge of the mode

shapes of the structure, and a reasonable guess of the modal frequencies (within + 20
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percent). The modal frequencies were empirically derived (to one digit of precision) by

timing the actual system with a stopwatch. The approximate mode shapes were provided

by digitizing still images of the structure, after exciting each mode of vibration

independently. The approximate camera location with respect to the structure was

determined manually by visually aligning range images of the structure to geometric

models. Certainly, more accurate a priori estimates of the mode shapes, frequencies, and

camera pose could be provided. However, one intention of using this imprecise method

was to explore the estimator's robustness to fairly high a priori uncertainty.

6.3.2 Estimator Performance

Figure 6.11 shows typical experimental results for the surrogate measurements

and filtered estimates of the first three modal coefficients. The fourth mode was not

estimated since it had very high damping and a frequency near the Nyquist sample rate

(the stereo camera used here has a frame rate of 15 Hz).
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Figure 6.11. Modal coefficient measurements (black) and filtered estimates
(gray) vs. time for the first three modes of vibration (experimental results).

Note that the first two modes appear to be estimated accurately, as the filtered

results very closely follow the measurements in amplitude, phase, frequency, and

damping. At first glance, it appears that the third mode is incorrectly estimated to be

zero. However, closer inspection reveals that the surrogate measurement is dominated by

a waveform having the same frequency as that of mode one, not mode three. This

indicates that the mode shapes provided to the estimator were not exactly correct, and

much of the a priori mode shape error happens to be aligned with the true first mode

shape. In other words,

(((3 - 0I3 • ( 0I)y # 0.
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During the determination of the mode shapes, the third mode was observed to damp out

in less than two seconds, suggesting that the estimate shown here is correct.

Over the course of twenty experimental trials, the frequency estimates converged

to = {4.31+0.01 8.68f0.02}T rad/s and the damping estimates converged to

= {0.049+0.007 0.143+0.008}T s -1 for the first two modes. The third mode

typically damped out before the parameters could be estimated. The estimates converged

in less than 90 measurements (6 seconds) for all trials. These results seem reasonable

considering the fit between estimates and measurements above, and that these are within

10% of the very rough estimates provided to the estimator initially. Visual inspection

also revealed good alignment of the range images with the estimated shape.

A number of experimental studies were conducted to observe the effects of poor a

priori knowledge of the equilibrium configuration of the structure. Figure 6.12 shows

typical experimental results for the case in which the equilibrium configuration of the

structure is incorrectly provided to the estimator. It is observed that faulty equilibrium

knowledge effectively biases the measurement with a DC offset, which for the example

below is most obvious in mode three. Interestingly, during every experimental trial it

was observed that modes one and two are still correctly estimated, despite the faulty

information. The estimated frequencies and damping match those predicted in the

previous experiments, and the phase and amplitude appear to match the measurements

well. It should be noted, however, that the resulting shape estimates will be biased by an

amount equal to the error in the a priori equilibrium shape knowledge.
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Figure 6.12. Modal coefficient measurements (black) and filtered estimates
(gray) vs. time for the first three modes of vibration, when a priori knowledge of

equilibrium state is poor (experimental results).

6.3.3 Computation Time

Table 6.1 shows the estimator computation time required between samples. The

empirical relation describing computation time as a fiunction of the number of range

points (n) and the number of modes estimated (m) is given approximately by

tcompute Cmn + C2 m 3

where c, = 1.4x10 -6 and c2 = 3.6x10 -5 for the studies conducted here. The cubic term

is due to matrix inversions involving matrices of size proportional to m. The bilinear

term is due to the inner product computation between range data and each mode shape,

which involves summations over a set of size m by n.
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Table 6.1. Computation time per sample, in seconds
(1-GHz Intel Pentium processor).

Number of points in range image
100 1000 10,000 100,000

10 0.030 0.038 0.18 1.4
Number of 20 0.22 0.24 0.65 4.4

modes 30 0.87 0.89 1.7 9.1
estimated 40 2.1 2.2 3.5 -

50 4.6 4.8 6.6

Recall that the periods of vibration for large space structures can be on the order

of tens of minutes. It is practice, sensors may only need to sample at a rate on the order

of once per minute in order to observe the motions of the structure. Further, it might only

be necessary to observe the first ten or twenty modes in order to obtain good shape

estimates. Therefore, even with space-qualified hardware, it seems that the

computational requirements of the estimator are manageable for real-time

implementation.

6.4 Summary

The last two chapters have developed and demonstrated a methodology for the

estimation of modal vibrations using vision-type sensors. The method has exploited a

key feature of space applications, which is that the dynamics of objects in space can be

modeled analytically to very high accuracy. This feature has enabled an estimator design

that is both accurate and robust to the challenging sensing conditions found in space.

The previous chapter developed the central theoretical methods of the estimator.

A modal decomposition method was developed for partial and non-uniform visual

sampling of the vibrating target. It was shown that observability of modes is easily

checked by computing the condition number of a modal correlation matrix My. This

matrix surfaced in a number of equations, from modal decompositions to the covariance
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of the resulting coefficient estimates. Kalman filtering was shown to reduce to a basic

sinusoid estimation problem, and shape estimation simply involved modal reconstruction

using the estimated modal coefficients. A number of special cases were then discussed

from a theoretical standpoint. The effects of not estimating all excited modes was found

to introduce bias to the surrogate modal measurements, which could be mitigated (among

other methods) by inserting a low-pass filter between the modal decomposition and the

Kalman filter. Imperfect a priori knowledge of the mode shapes was also shown to

degrade shape estimates gracefully rather than catastrophically.

This chapter has explored performance of the estimator using simulation and

experimental studies. Simulation studies suggested that modal amplitude, phase,

frequency, and damping can all be estimated accurately even if the sensors are only

viewing a small portion of the structure, and that any number of modes can be estimated

as long as the Nyquist sampling criterion is met. The use of a low-pass prefilter was

shown to greatly improve estimation if not all excited modes are estimated. Simple

experimental studies seemed to corroborate the simulation results. Finally, it was shown

that computational burden is largely a function of the number of modes estimated, and

should be low enough to allow real-time implementation in practical hardware.
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CHAPTER

7
CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis has developed an architecture for the simultaneous estimation of

motion, dynamic model parameters, and shape of arbitrary space objects, using

cooperative on-orbit vision sensors. The key contribution of this work is that it

demonstrates that space vision systems can - and should - exploit physics-based dynamic

models of their targets to improve estimator robustness and computational speed.

Chapter 1 provided motivation for the problem and discussed related literature.

Future missions in space are likely to involve the robotic assembly, inspection, and

maintenance of large space structures; the capture and servicing of valuable satellites; and

the capture and disposal of threatening space debris. Robotic systems will require

information about the motions, geometry, and dynamic model parameters of their targets.

Since this information is often lacking a priori, it will need to be estimated in orbit.

However, most conventional machine vision techniques, while well-suited to their

particular terrestrial applications, are either not robust to the harsh lighting conditions of

space or are too computationally intensive for use in space-qualified hardware.

Chapter 2 introduced a new estimation architecture for general application to

space systems. This architecture decouples the shape and motion estimation problems

and exploits two key features of the space applications it is intended for. These are: (1)
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the dynamics of objects in space are highly deterministic and can be modeled analytically

to high accuracy; and (2) several cooperative sensors are available for the collection of

visual information from different perspectives. These two features enable an estimator

design that is not only robust to the harsh lighting conditions of space, but is also

computationally simple enough to allow real-time implementation in space-qualified

hardware.

Chapter 3 provided theoretical development of this architecture in the context of

rigid-body targets. It developed a computationally simple and robust kinematic data

fusion algorithm that quickly and coarsely estimates a target's attitude and position in

space relative to the observers. A Kalman filter was then developed to filter these coarse

estimates and extract the full dynamic state and model parameters of the target. Finally, a

simple recursive shape estimator was developed to demonstrate its function within the

estimation architecture as a whole.

Chapter 4 provided simulation and experimental results for the estimation of

rigid-body targets. It first described a number of Monte Carlo simulation studies used to

evaluate the theoretical performance of the kinematic data fusion, Kalman filter, and

shape estimator. The chapter then discussed several experimental studies used to assess

feasibility and performance in practical systems. Both the simulation and the

experimental studies were encouraging, demonstrating efficient, reliable performance for

a variety of sensor arrangements under realistic lighting conditions. The chapter

concluded with a discussion of the overall performance and feasibility of the estimator in

practical systems.

Chapter 5 provided theoretical development for the estimation architecture in the

context of vibrating targets. Again, it developed a kinematic data fusion methodology,

which in this case involves modal decomposition. A Kalman filter was developed to

estimate modal coefficients and extract frequency and damping parameters. Shape
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estimation was shown to be simply a modal reconstruction. The chapter then discussed a

number of practical challenges associated with the estimator and developed methods to

address them.

Finally, Chapter 6 discussed a number of simulation and experimental studies

used to assess the practicality and theoretical performance of the vibrating target

estimator. The results demonstrated accurate estimation and reasonable computational

burden over a wide range of realistic scenarios.

7.2 Suggestions for Future Work

This thesis has presented a number of simulation and experimental studies. For

such a method to be implemented in real space systems it must undergo very rigorous

testing on earth under the most challenging settings expected in the application. The MIT

Field and Space Robotics Laboratory (FSRL) is commencing more detailed studies of

this research using hardware and facilities in collaboration with its sponsor and partner,

the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA).

Further work could be done in the estimation of rigid targets. As noted earlier,

the kinematic data fusion algorithm presented here is very simple and robust but it is not

intended for use with fewer than three sensors. Further research could be done to develop

computationally efficient and robust algorithms for one- or two-sensor scenarios. With

fewer sensors, the problem is fundamentally more challenging and a solution is not

obvious at present.

The very simple shape estimator for rigid targets could be expanded or amended

as necessary to incorporate more complex sensor uncertainty models. As mentioned

earlier, the estimation architecture transforms a very difficult dynamic mapping problem
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into a very conventional static one. Consequently, virtually any published stochastic

mapping method could be applied directly to this problem with little to no alteration.

The methods developed here have assumed that range images are collected

instantaneously. Some practical sensors however, notably laser range finders, employ

raster scanning methods in which the first and last range points are not captured at

exactly the same time. Similarly, cooperating sensors might not be synchronized, with

the net result that points in the range image cloud are not all captured at the same time.

The current estimator design is built on a foundation of decoupling spatial- and time-

domain estimations; these sensors, however, effectively recouple space and time and

therefore degrade estimator performance. Modifying the estimator to handle this

recoupling would be an interesting area for future research.
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APPENDIX

UNSCENTED FILTERING OF QUATERNIONS

A.1 Background

The use of Kalman filters to estimate unit quaternions has been studied for several

decades now. The classic problem with estimating quaternions in a Kalman filter

framework is that the unit quaternion has a normality constraint which reduces its degrees

of freedom to three.

Early approaches treated the unit quaternion as an element of 94 and used the

standard Kalman filter equations. However, this approach is suboptimal for several

reasons. Fundamentally, the unit quaternion resides in S3 , not 9 4. As such,

component-wise vector additions (e.g. in the Kalman update step) will lead to loss of

normality in resulting quaternions (i.e. the result will not be a member of S 3 ). Further,

computation of the covariance matrix of a unit quatemion by treating it as an element of

94 leads to a nearly singular 4-by-4 matrix, and does not capture the essential fact that

the quaternion has only three degrees of freedom. Early solutions to these problems often

involved brute-force renormalization at each time step and linear projections of the 4-by-

4 covariance matrix onto a 3-by-3 space. However, these approaches were sub-optimal at

best and often not robust.

In 1982, a breakthrough method was conceived that appropriately maintained the

normality constraints and naturally provided 3-by-3 covariance matrices [47]. This
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method, named the Multiplicative Extended Kalman Filter (MEKF), attacked the root of

the problem by using quaternion multiplications (i.e. rotation "additions") rather than

component-wise vector additions. Small rotations were mapped smoothly and without

loss of information to an unconstrained 9t3 space, which was compatible with the linear

update step in Kalman filters. This minimum parameter representation was used for

noise variables, measurement and state errors, and state updates involving unit

quaternions. Covariance structures were then computed based on this minimum order

representation, naturally yielding 3-by-3 covariance structures. This new method

performed reliably and near-optimally compared to all previous methods. However, it

still possessed the classic limitations of the extended Kalman filter (EKF), including poor

performance during the initialization of the filter when state errors are large [12].

In the late 1990's, the unscented filter (UF) was conceived and developed [40,

85]. This provided a new method for propagating covariance estimates for systems with

nonlinear models. The UF was generally much easier to implement than the EKF since it

did not require the derivation or computation of Jacobians. It was also accurate to higher

order and more robust during initialization than the EKF, and only nominally more

computation intensive.

It was only shortly thereafter that several researchers, including the author of this

thesis, independently linked the UF and the MEKF. The marriage of these techniques led

to the first fundamentally sound linear estimator for quaternions. Edgar Kraft of the

University of Bonn, Germany, appears to have the first formal documentation of the

solution in his diploma thesis, published in August 2002 [44]. Kraft's first English

publication of the work came in July 2003 [45]. Surprisingly, an identical solution was

published by John L. Crassidis and F. Landis Markley, also in July 2003 [17]. This work

was submitted for review in April 2002, well before the Kraft thesis was finished,

indicating these were probably independent discoveries. Interestingly, the author of this
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thesis had also derived the solution in September 2002, well before the English texts were

published and without knowledge of the Kraft thesis.

This appendix will now describe the implementation of a quaternion-based

unscented Kalman filter in the context of the rigid body estimation problem described in

Chapter 3. This chapter is intended to support and complement the discussion found in

the literature [17, 44, 45, 47, 53]. The derivation takes a somewhat different

philosophical perspective than the literature, but the final solution is mathematically

identical. Further, the solution is provided here in a more algorithmic manner that may

simplify implementation for some readers.

A.2 Operations on Spatial Rotations

A.2.1 The Rotation Vector Parameterization

A minimum-order rotation vector is introduced to describe rotation errors,

perturbations, and increments smaller than 2 radians. This is just one of many possible

three-dimensional parameterizations of rotation, but has several important properties that

will make it useful in later sections of this appendix. The rotation vector is defined by a

scalar angle 0 and a rotation axis of unit length:

The rotation vector lies in the unconstrained Euclidean space 93 , making it

compatible with the typical Kalman filter. The magnitude of p defines the angle of

Reference [53] provides a good discussion of several other useful parameterizations in addition to the
rotation vector.
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rotation. Scaling pJ scales the amount of rotation proportionally, making it is useful in

interpolations. In terms of the quantities 0 and e, the unit quaternion can be written as

F cos(t / 2)

el sin(o/ 2)

4 1 e2 sin() / 2)

, e3 sin(S / 2)J

In this way, a mapping can be defined from quaternion to rotation vector that is one-to-

one and invertible for all rotations less than 2in radians. The mapping will be denoted in

shorthand as

P() - 2p sin (1 2){

sin( / 2)

sin( /2) r
0 P2

sin(0/2) J
l -p3 J

where = 2. cos-l'(q) = IIill

A.2.2 Rotation Addition and Subtraction Operators

The filter to be developed will require the addition and subtraction of small

incremental rotations from a rotation estimate (typical parameterized by a unit

quaternion). For convenience, a set of addition and subtraction operators will be defined

here for spatial rotations. The purpose will become clear later as the filter is developed.
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A rotation addition operator D is defined here as

qa 3 Pc --- a ® q(Pc) (A.1)

which simply means that addition of spatial rotations is the (non-commutative)

concatenation of the two rotations. Note that the first operand is a unit quaternion and the

second is a rotation vector, and the result is a unit quaternion. Recall that the quaternion

multiplication operator ® was defined in Equation (3.4) on page 38.

Likewise, a rotation subtraction operator 0 is defined here as

which is(-a1 define) sohathflloinsateensaequial(A.2)

which is defined so that the following statements are equivalent:

qbEqa= PC qa =c =qb -

Note that the operands of the rotation subtraction operator are unit quaternions, and the

result is a rotation vector. Recall that the inverse of a unit quaternion is computed by

negating the last three elements.

A.2.3 Rotation Covariance

For Kalman filtering, the concept of a covariance matrix needs to be defined for

rotations. Note that it is incorrect to treat the unit quaternion as a vector in 9I4 and

compute its covariance the traditional way:

Aqq E[ (q-E[(q -E[ E[DT].
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Using this naive approach would yield a 4-by-4 matrix, incorrectly indicating that the

rotation possesses four degrees of freedom.

Instead, the covariance of a random rotation, parameterized by a unit quaternion

q, will be computed as

A qq - E[(4EE[qXqOE[4])T] (A.3)

which is a 3-by-3 matrix. The order of terms in this equation is critical and should not be

commuted. Mathematically, this is a much different equation than the one for Euclidean

random variables. At a conceptual level, however, it has the same meaning.

A.2.4 Rotation Expectations and Averages

The expectation of a random rotation, parameterized by 4, can be defined as

E[4] argmin| E(4da) 

The weighted mean of several rotations, parameterized by unit quaternions, can

be computed as the normalized weighted vector sum. Here the summing notation implies

ordinary component-wise vector addition.

N

weighti * qi

mean(q4, q2,a - =qN)- /= (A.4)
Z weight *

Due to the two-to-one nature of the mapping from unit quaternion to spatial

rotations, this equation is only valid for quaternions within the same hemisphere on the
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unit quaternion hypersphere1. Therefore before averaging, quaternions should be

reflected onto the correct hemisphere if necessary by negating each of their elements.

A direct result of Equation (A.4) is that if a unit quatemion distribution resides on

a single hemisphere, its expectation can be computed easily by taking its 94 expectation

and normalizing. This condition is applicable for this problem and thus the computation

of quaternion expectations is greatly simplified.

A.2.5 Analogy in the Complex Plane

While all of this may be difficult to visualize due to high dimensionality, there is

an obvious analogy in a more comprehensible space. Consider the 2-D complex plane2 .

Let be a random complex number of unit length that parameterizes planar rotations.

By its normality constraint, it has only one degree of freedom, and can be alternatively

parameterized to minimum order by the angle b (see Figure A. 1).

To determine if two quaternions are in the same hemisphere, simply multiply one by the inverse of the
other. The first element of the resulting quaternion will be positive if they reside on the same
hemisphere.

2 Technically the complex plane is just a subspace of the quaternion space.
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Figure A. 1. Two-dimensional analogy for the unit quaternion and rotation
vector.

The addition of two planar rotations parameterized by and c2 is not

accomplished by a component-wise addition ( cl + c2), but rather involves their

corresponding angle parameterizations b and b2. Analogous to Equation (A.1), this can

be mathematically described as

C3 = b2 = 2 2

where the 0 indicates ordinary multiplication in the complex plane.

The expectations and averages of planar rotations can be computed as the

normalized 92 expectations and averages of their unit complex vector parameterizations,

analogous to Equation (A.4).
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Figure A.2. Mean and standard deviation of a random planar rotation
parameterized by a unit complex vector.

Figure A.2 shows a distribution of planar rotations, where the darker region

indicates higher probability density. The mean rotation, parameterized by a unit complex

vector, is denoted by J, . The covariance of a random planar rotation does not involve its

parameterization as a complex unit vector, but rather involves the fundamental degree of

freedom in the b -coordinate. The 1-by-1 covariance of planar rotations, parameterized

by a unit complex vector J', is given by

A =E[(JE)E[J'IX(0E[3DT ] = E((EVD'

which is directly analogous to Equation (A.3). Note that the standard deviation

0 =_ J has the units of b -vectors (radians), not J -vectors.
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A.3 Operations on the State and Measurement Space

A.3.1 The Non-Euclidean State Space

The state vector to be estimated consists of a 3-D Euclidean vector and three

spatial rotations. In other words, the state vector resides in 3 XS 3 xS 3 XS3 . The

globally nonsingular parameterization of a vector in the state space uses quaternions and

is denoted with superscript (q):

x(q) (15-by-1).

J,

The minimum-order parameterization of a vector in the state space uses the

rotation vector parameterization and is denoted with the superscript (p):

x(p) P- P (11-by-i).

'P(1,2)

Only the first two elements of ]p are included, since exactly these two degrees of

freedom achieve all possible relative inertias. The third element is defined to be zero for

all time:

P1 3 = 0.

Addition and subtraction operators in the state space are now defined as follows:
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Xb(q) = 
(q ) ( p )

Xb = X c i,

coa + cI qga Pgc

4da D Pdc

(q a i) fil 

(A.5)

Cob da 1, c,

Xc(p ) = Xb(q). (q) 4qgb Oga Pgc

(qlbql a )(1,2) J lPc(1,2)J

Note the equivalence of these statements, and their relation to Equations (A.1) and (A.2).

Also note the parameterizations of the state vector expected by the operators.

A.3.2 The Non-Euclidean Measurement Space

As discussed in Section 3.3.3, the measurement vector is a spatial rotation, and

therefore resides in S 3. The globally nonsingular parameterization of a vector in the

measurement space is denoted with superscript (q) and is given by

Y(q) - {qm } (4-by-1).

The minimum-order parameterization of a vector in the measurement space is

denoted with superscript (p) as

(P-{Pm} (3-by-1).

Like the state vector, addition and subtraction operators in the measurement space

will be defined by the equivalent statements
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(q) = 
(q ) c() -{4ma { mc }

Yc( -b(q)G ( q) -{qmb Oqma -mc

(A.6)

Again, note the parameterizations expected by the operators, and the equivalence of these

equations.

A.3.3 Process and Measurement Models

The dynamics of the state vector can now be written by combining the dynamics

and all the mappings presented in Section 3.3, Equations (3.4)-(3.12). Let the process

model of the state vector be denoted in shorthand by the discrete-timel model

Xk+l f (Xk ) (A.7)

where indicates process noise, which may vary depending on application. Similarly,

let the discrete-time measurement model of the state vector be denoted in shorthand by

Yk-h(k) W= qg4k (A.8)

where v p(,qw) is the rotation vector parameterization of measurement error (see

Equation (3.7), page 40).

The continuous-time models presented by Equations (3.6)-(3.12) are smooth and easily solved online via
numerical integration to yield the discrete-time model.
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A.4 Unscented Kalman Filter Implementation

Due to the nonlinearities in the process and measurement models, the standard

linear Kalman filter is not appropriate here. One extension of the Kalman filter for

nonlinear models is the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [12]. However, implementation of

the EKF is difficult here, since it requires analytical expressions for the Jacobians of

Equations (A.7) and (A.8). Convergence is also weak or unstable if the parameter

estimates are initialized with large error, which may occur commonly in practice. Due to

its relative speed, simplicity, and demonstrated capabilities in estimation problems

involving nonlinear models, the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) will be used instead [40,

85].

The UKF consists of several parts as depicted in Figure A.3. First, (2N +1)

points are sampled from the state space near the current a posteriori state estimate, where

N is the degrees of freedom in the state vector. This sampling is deterministic and the

distribution of these points is chosen so that their mean and covariance match the current

state estimate and covariance. In this way, the UKF superficially resembles a particle

filter; however, the points are sampled deterministically and are relatively few in number.

Next, the sample points (referred to as sigma points in the literature) are propagated

through the nonlinear process and measurement models (Equations (A.7) and (A.8)) to

yield a priori (pre-update) state and measurement distributions at the next time step.

These points are referred to as the a priori sigma points. Finally, the sample means and

covariances of the a priori sigma points are computed to yield the a priori covariances,

state, and measurement estimates. This information is then used in conjunction with the

next measurement to perform the typical Kalman update operations.
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Figure A.3. Schematicfor the Unscented Kalman Filter.

A.4.1 Sigma Point Generation and Propagation

The first step is to generate the set of a posteriori (post-update) sample points

(sigma points) used by the unscented transform [40, 85]. First, the matrix square root of

the a posteriori covariance estimate is computed'. Any choice of matrix square root is

sufficient; here, the Cholesky decomposition method is fast and robust. The sigma points

are then computed as the current estimate plus or minus each column of the square root

matrix. In essence, a symmetric set of sigma points are being created that lie one

standard-deviation from the current estimate. That is,

Because measurement and process noise are nonlinear, one must incorporate the state augmentation
methods described in [85]. For brevity, this implementation detail is not discussed here.
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Xk-1 0

Xk-1 = Xk-l O< i N (A.9)

k-1 column <i 2N
X k_ 1 {~D I- Al )(iNYhcolumn S < i < 2N

where x i denotes the i sigma point, denotes the a posteriori (post-update) state

estimate, and AX denotes the a posteriori state covariance. The time subscript (k -1)

has been omitted on some terms for clarity. The @ operator is used here as a reminder

that Equation (A.5) must be used for summing operations in the state space.

These points are now propagated through the state and measurement equations to

achieve two new sets of points representing the distributions of the a priori state estimate

and the a priori measurement prediction.

k f (*k-l) Yk' ;= ) h(A.10)

A.4.2 Recombination of the Sigma Points

The next step is to compute the a priori (pre-update) state estimate and

measurement prediction as the weighted mean of their respective sigma points. It is

critical that the appropriate averaging methods are used. The w -component of the state

vector is simply an 913 average, but all the unit quaternions must be averaged using

Equation (A.4). The a priori state estimate and measurement prediction are given by

i = weighted .average .of * X

(A.11)

k = weighted . average .of Y-

Weights are defined in [40, 85].
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where the minus (-) superscript indicates the a priori estimate. The a priori state

covariance, innovation covariance, and cross covariance matrices are computed as

A,,k = E weight, k -k k k t
i=O

A, = weights (Yy-O. ( Yk-Yj PT
i=O

AX,,k = weight k (kYre )PT

i=o

(11-by- 11)

(3-by-3)

(1 1-by-3)

(A.12)

where the summing notation denotes ordinary component-wise addition of matrices. The

O operator is a reminder that Equations (A.5) and (A.6) must be used when taking

differences of state and measurement vectors. Because operations are non-commutative,

the order presented here is critical.

A.4.3 Kalman Update

The state estimate and covariance is now updated as

Xk @ Kk kk k )

(A.13)

Axx =A-xK -KA K

where the Kalman gain Kk is given by

Kk = Ak(A,,k (11-by-3). (A.14)
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Again, all summing and differencing operations in the state and measurement

spaces must use Equations (A.5) and (A.6) . Operations are non-commutative and must

be handled with care.

A.4.4 Initialization

With the filter built, the only remaining step is the specification of the

measurement and process noise covariances, and the initialization of the state estimate

and covariance. The nonlinear measurement noise is characterized by a 3-by-3

covariance matrix describing rotational measurement error.

Aww=E[(4.(8)q4Og ]= - T]= 2 2

where oa is the angular variance of the surrogate measurement in each rotational degree

of freedom. If the pose estimator performs properly (see Section 3.2), then aw will be

small, on the order of degrees.

Likewise, process noise covariance is defined as

A w -E[(kof(kl )Xkef(.k-l))T] =E[.Vi; ].

The process noise covariance matrix should be chosen carefully to encapsulate the

uncertainty in the dynamic model. This is somewhat implementation dependent since it

describes real-world, unmodeled phenomena such as orbital mechanics, gravity gradient

effects, fuel sloshing, lack of target rigidity, etc. Ultimately this choice is based on

engineering judgement of the real-world environment.
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In the absence of additional information, the initial a posteriori state estimate

should be provided (in the nonsingular parameterization) as

Xo = {

qd 

0

This choice represents an unbiased first estimate. The velocity estimate is zero and the

pose estimate is the first surrogate measurement. The offset quaternion is initialized to

the identity (no offset). This choice of inertia quatemion maps the principal inertia

estimates to equal values (l).

The initial covariance estimate is a diagonal matrix that quantifies the expected

errors in the initial state estimate. This is a minimum-order 11-by-l matrix:

A^o - E[(o OioX 0 o o) ]

E[(o -c0X[o -(o)j]

E[(qdO XqddO) ]

[ Ep,12] E[pjp1I1
E[p,2,.] E[P,22]
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APPENDIX

B
CREATING SYNTHETIC RANGE IMAGES USING

OPENGL

//This function synthesizes a range image of the objects that are drawn in the function
//(*ObjectsToScan) (void). It returns the number of data points in the range image.

#include <gl/glut.h>

int Scan(
void (*ObjectsToScan)(void), //function that renders the scanned objects
double scanData[][3], //range image storage - make sure it's big enough

//local variables
//******************************* be sure to initialize these ************************
double invPositionMatrix[16], //inverse of the sensor position matrix

projectionMatrix[16], //sensor projection matrix, describes focal props
scanWidth, scanHeight; //sensor's scan width and height, in pixels

double identityMatrix[] = {1.,0.,0.,0., 0.,1.,0.,0., 0.,0.,1.,0., 0.,0.,0.,1.);
int viewport[] = {0, 0, scanWidth, scanHeight), //sensor viewport

numberDataPoints = 0; //number of range image points
GLfloat *depthBuffer; //depth buffer contents

//allocate memory
depthBuffer = new GLfloat[scanWidth*scanHeight];

//it may be desirable to render to a pixel buffer rather than the main OpenGL window
//if so, switch to the pixel buffer here
pBuffer->Push();

//remember the viewport variables
glPushAttrib(GL_VIEWPORT_BIT);

//set up a new viewport that is the size of the scan width and height
glViewport(0, 0, (GLsizei) scanWidth, (GLsizei) scanHeight);
glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION);
glPushMatrix();

//set up scanner focal properties
glLoadMatrixd(projectionMatrix);
glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);
glPushMatrix();

//set up scanner viewpoint to desired position
glLoadMatrixd(invPositionMatrix);

//draw everything the scanner should see
glClear(GLDEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);
glColorMask(GL_FALSE,GL_FALSE,GL_FALSE,GL_FALSE);
(*ObjectsToScan) ();
glColorMask(GL_TRUE,GL_TRUE,GL_TRUE,GLTRUE);
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//grab contents of the OpenGL depth buffer

glReadPixels(0,0,scanWidth,scanHeight,
GL_DEPTH_COMPONENT,GL_FLOAT,depthBuffer);

//get x,y,z location of all scanned pixels (not including background)

//(these are in the scanner's reference frame)
numberDataPoints=0;
for (int i=0;i<scanWidth*scanHeight;i++)

if (depthBuffer[i]!=l.)

//a rendered object was found at this pixel location

//(i.e. pixel data is not at the far clipping plane)

gluUnProject((GLdouble) (i%scanWidth)+.5,

(GLdouble) (i/scanWidth)+.5,
(GLdouble) depthBuffer[i],
identityMatrix, projectionMatrix, viewport,
&scanData[numberDataPoints][0],
&scanData[numberDataPoints][l],
&scanData[numberDataPoints][2]);

numberDataPoints++;

//add sensor noise here if desired
CorruptData();

//return to original projection and modelview matrices

glPopMatrix();
glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION);

glPopMatrix();
glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);

//return to original viewport

glPopAttrib();

//exit the pixel buffer, if one was used
pBuffer->Pop();

//free memory
delete [] depthBuffer;

return(numberDataPoints);
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